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FICTION

There’s something for everyone in our bumper crop of 
outstanding international literary fiction for 2022. Our autumn 
superlead brings to life a protagonist you’ll never forget. With 
her otherworldly beauty and formidable intelligence, Blandine 

illuminates The Rabbit Hutch, Tess Gunty’s hilarious, savage 
exploration of loneliness and poverty in contemporary America. 

Closer to home, the trauma of childhood abuse stalks Stella’s adult 
relationships in Marie-Claire Amuah’s London-set tale  
of Ghanaian family strife in One for Sorrow, Two for Joy.

 
A quick overview of our spring–summer titles will  

sweep you from occupied Korea in the astonishing epic  
Beasts of a Little Land, through a gorgeously imagined Vietnam  

in Build Your House Around My Body, to a Kenyan village 
brimming with magic (Things They Lost), before venturing onto  
the haunted streets of Lima in The Dust Never Settles. Finally,  
grief is the pulsing heartbeat in The Weight of Loss by debut  

author Sally Oliver. 

In translation, Samanta Schweblin makes a welcome return with 
new short-story collection, Seven Empty Houses; we introduce 

Ecuadorian writer Natalia García Freire with her chilling debut 
This World Does Not Belong to Us; and visit the heart of gangland 
China in A Yi’s noir novel Wake Me Up at 9:00 in the Morning.

 
There’s never been a better time to dive into the pages of  
an immersive novel, and Oneworld’s fiction is the perfect  

place to start.
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OCTOBER
point blank | new

FEBRUARY
oneworld | new

An expansive epic spanning the turbulent decades 
of Korea’s fight for independence, perfect for fans 
of Min Jin Lee’s Pachinko

1917: Korea is yet to be divided into north and 
south. For Jade, a young girl from a rural family 
struggling to scrape by, life changes forever when 
she is sold to Miss Silver’s courtesan school 
in cosmopolitan Pyongyang. But this act of 
desperation is only the first step on a journey that 
will see Jade swept up in her country’s revolution. 
As she becomes a celebrated performer with 
prospects she could never have foreseen, she is 
forced to choose between following her own 
ambitions and risking everything for the one  
she loves.  

Perfect for fans of Min Jin Lee’s Pachinko or Mary 
Lynn Bracht’s White Chrysanthemum, Beasts of 
a Little Land tells a breathtaking story of lives 
changed by war in a world where friends become 
enemies, enemies become saviours, and beasts take 
many shapes. 

‘A spectacular debut filled with great characters 
and heart.’ 
Lisa See, author of The Island of Sea Women 

‘A novel unlike anything I’ve read… I loved it.’ 
Brandon Hobson, National Book Award finalist 
and author of The Removed

Juhea Kim was born in Incheon, Korea, and moved to Portland, Oregon, 
at the age of nine. She has a BA in Art and Archaeology from Princeton 
University. Her writing has been published in Granta, Times Literary 
Supplement, Independent and elsewhere. Beasts of a Little Land is her  
first novel. 

Fiction
February 2022
£16.99/£12.99 TPB 
416pp
Royal Hardback
Export Trade Paperback 
ISBN: HB: 9780861543229 
TPB: 9780861543489 
eISBN: 9780861543236 
Territories: UK/BC ex Can 

Beasts of a Little Land
Juhea Kim

Fiction | June 2022 | B Format Paperback | £9.99 | 384pp 
ISBN: 9780861543168 | eISBN: 9780861540457 | Territories: UK/BC ex Can

Build Your House Around My Body
Violet Kupersmith

Shortlisted for the Center for Fiction First Novel Prize

The Dust Never Settles
Karina Lickorish Quinn

MARCH/JUNE
oneworld | new in paperback

A beautifully poetic debut about the haunting 
 mistakes of generations past, steeped in the rich  

history and legends of Peru 

‘We are transfixed by a series of spectres from the Echeverrías’ 
history… Strange and spectacular.’ 

Sunday Telegraph 

‘A heady blend of Isabel Allende and 
Gabriel García Márquez.’ Daily Mail 

‘Lickorish Quinn’s magnificent debut enchants from first page to 
last... A breath-taking writer of singular voice.’ Patrick Flanery, 

author of Absolution 
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MMP edition:
October 2022 
£8.99
ISBN: 9780861544424 
B Format paperback

Feverishly energetic and playfully creepy, this 
unforgettable debut hurtles through the ghostly secrets  

of centuries of Vietnamese history 

‘Loved this epic book – beautiful, brilliant, powerful.’ 
Madeline Miller, bestselling author of Circe 

‘Fiction as daring and accomplished as Violet 
Kupersmith’s first novel reignites my love of the form and 

its kaleidoscopic possibilities.’ David Mitchell,  
author of Cloud Atlas 

Fiction | March 2022 | B Format Paperback | £8.99 | 400pp 
ISBN: 9780861542147 | eISBN: 9780861541003 | Territories: UK/BC ex Can
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OCTOBER
point blank | new

APRIL
oneworld | new

Fiction
April 2022
£16.99
368pp
Royal Hardback
ISBN: 9780861543878 
eISBN: 9780861543885 
Territories: UK/BC ex Can

Things They Lost
Okwiri Odour

MAY
oneworld | new

Secrets and revenge converge in this chilling 
tale from a breakout new Latin American voice, 
selected as a ‘Best Spanish-language book of 2019’ 
by the New York Times 

Shortlisted for the Tigre Juan Award

Many years have passed since Lucas was expelled 
from his childhood home by Felisberto and Eloy, 
the two men who arrived and made it their own. 
Now he has returned, uninvited, to reclaim his 
inheritance. But he is not interested in the house 
as it once was, in his mother’s lovingly planted 
flowerbeds or the lavish portraits covering every 
wall. Lucas belongs to a darker world, one crawling 
with the only creatures he really trusts: insects. As 
the house crumbles before his eyes, Lucas turns to 
his arachnid allies to help him take revenge. 

Weaving together past and present like a spider’s 
web, This World Does Not Belong to Us is a spine-
tingling story of human greed, from a masterful 
new literary voice, perfect for fans of Samanta 
Schweblin, Marieke Lucas Rijnefeld and Fernanda 
Melchor. 

‘Her writing is inhabited by the voices of literary 
masters [with] echoes of Poe, Nabokov, Ursula 
K. Le Guin, William Gass or Colette… What a 
mature work.’ El Universo 

Natalia García Freire is a journalist and author from Cuenca, Ecuador. 
She has a Master’s degree in Creative Writing from the Escuela de 
Escritores in Madrid, and currently teaches Creative Writing at the 
University of Azuay in Ecuador. This World Does Not Belong to Us was 
first published in Spanish in 2019.

Fiction, Translated Fiction 
May 2022

£12.99
192pp

Trade Paperback with flaps 
ISBN: 9780861541904 
eISBN: 9780861541911 

Territories: UK/BC ex Can
 

This World Does Not Belong to Us
Natalia García Freire

Translated from the Spanish by Victor Meadowcroft
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Okwiri Oduor was born in Nairobi. At twenty-five, she won the Caine 
Prize for African Writing 2014 for her story ‘My Father’s Head’ and 
was featured on Hay Festival’s Africa39 list. She has been a MacDowell 
Colony fellow and received her MFA from the Iowa Writers’ Workshop. 
Okwiri lives in Berlin.

From the Kenyan winner of the 2014 Caine Prize 
comes an astonishing new novel, riven through 
with mystery and magic, about a daughter’s quest 
to save her mother 

Ayosa is a wandering spirit – joyous and filled to 
the brim with longing. Her only companions in 
her grandmother’s crumbling house are as lonely 
as Ayosa herself: the ghostly Fatumas, the sullen 
milkman and Sindano, the owner of a café that no 
one ever visits. 

But a curse hangs over the women in Ayosa’s 
family, one that has blighted the life of her mother, 
Nabumbo Promise. When her new friend Mbiu 
offers her an alternative life that would involve 
leaving Nabumbo Promise behind, Ayosa must 
decide how much she owes her fearsome, mercurial 
mama.   

Set at the intersection of the spirit world and the 
human one, suffused with Kenyan folklore and 
myth, Things They Lost is an unforgettable novel 
about love at its most intoxicating, from a standout 
new literary voice. 

‘What a debut! What a gift!’ 
Yvonne Adhiambo Owuor, author  
of The Dragonfly Sea
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OCTOBER
point blank | new

JUNE
oneworld | new

                  6     

Fiction
June 2022
£14.99
320pp
Short Royal Hardback 
ISBN: 9780861541126 
eISBN: 9780861541133 

Territories: UK/BC ex Can

The Weight of Loss
Sally Oliver

JULY/AUGUST
oneworld | new

A visit to a health retreat takes a dark turn in this 
electrifying debut

Marianne is reeling from the loss of her younger 
sister, and beginning to experience strange physical 
manifestations of grief. Forced to admit that she 
isn’t coping, she accepts her doctor’s advice to 
visit Nede, a remote health retreat in the Welsh 
countryside. 

But all is not as it seems at Nede, and Marianne 
feels herself starting to lose control: of her body, 
her mind, and her memories. The escape she has 
craved for so long might finally be possible. But it 
will come at a terrible price.
 
The Weight of Loss is a spine-tingling debut about 
grief and obsession, with a shocking twist of an 
ending that will leave your heart pounding. 

Sally Oliver earned a Master’s degree in English Literature at Lancaster 
University before moving to London to begin her career in publishing.  
She now works at the literary agency Greene & Heaton. The Weight of Loss 
is her debut novel.

Fiction | July 2022 | B Format Paperback | £8.99 | 208pp 
ISBN: 9780861541287 | eISBN: 9780861540105 | Territories: UK/BC ex Can

Wake Me Up at 9:00 in the Morning
A Yi

Translated from the Chinese by Nicky Harman

Aphasia
Mauro Javier Cárdenas

A modernist tour de force from an exhilarating 
literary talent

‘Monumental, funny, potent, and fresh.’ 
Carlos Fonseca, author of Natural History

‘Original, richly felt, deftly written.’ 
Kirkus

‘Boldly inventive and fast paced.’ 
New York Journal of Books

A tour de force of noir fiction, from  
a celebrated Chinese novelist

Praise for A Perfect Crime:

‘A rollercoaster read, so grip the seat, hang on, and
be prepared only to relax when you’ve got to the

end of the ride.’ Los Angeles Review of Books

‘One of the most important voices to emerge from
the People’s Republic in years.’ Daily Express

Fiction; Translated fiction | August 2022 | Trade Paperback | £12.99/$19.99 US/$26.99 CAN
416pp | ISBN: 9781786076656 | eISBN: 9781786076663 | Territories: World English
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OCTOBER
point blank | new

AUGUST
oneworld | new

One for Sorrow, Two for Joy

SEPTEMBER
oneworld | new
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The Rabbit Hutch

Fiction
September 2022

£16.99/£12.99 TPB
352pp

Royal Hardback
Export Trade  Paperback 

ISBN: 9780861543656  
TPB: 9780861544813 

eISBN: 9780861543663  

Territories: UK/BC ex Can

A bitingly funny, razor-sharp debut about a 
motley assortment of residents in a crumbling 
apartment block.

Welcome to The Rabbit Hutch.

An online obituary writer. A young mother with a 
secret. A woman waging a solo campaign against 
rodents. Separated by the thin walls of the Rabbit 
Hutch, a low-cost housing complex in the run-
down Indiana town of Vacca Vale, these individual 
lives unfold.
 
But Blandine is different. Ethereally beautiful and 
formidably intelligent, she shares an apartment 
with three teenage boys she neither likes nor 
understands, all of them – like her – products of 
the state foster system. Plagued by her past, she 
spends her days reading Dante and dreaming of 
becoming a female mystic.
 
Until, that is, three sweltering days in July 
culminate in an act of violence that will change 
everything, and finally offer her a chance to escape 
in this savagely beautiful, bitingly funny snapshot 
of contemporary America.

‘A profoundly wise, wildly inventive, deeply moving 
work of art whose seemingly infinite offerings will 
remain with you long after you finish it.’
Jonathan Safran Foer

Tess Gunty was born in South Bend, Indiana. She has an MFA in Creative Writing 
from NYU, and her work was nominated for the PEN/Robert J. Dau Short Story Prize 
for Emerging Writers. Her fiction has appeared or is forthcoming in Joyland, The Iowa 
Review and other publications. She lives in Los Angeles. 

Tess Gunty
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Fiction
August 2022
£16.99
320pp
Short Royal Hardback 
ISBN: 9780861542321 
eISBN: 9780861542338

Territories: UK/BC ex Can

Marie-Claire Amuah

Bursting with compassion and heart, the story of 
a young woman breaking free from the violence of 
her past

On the surface, Stella’s British-Ghanaian family 
home is full of humour and joy. But in reality, her 
life is governed by her bullying, cruel father and 
the family is in chaos.
 
Stella looks for order wherever she can find it, 
creating a complex web of superstitions that she 
hopes will keep her safe, hunting out magpies 
every day, touching wood wherever she goes. The 
only place she is free from these rituals is with her 
cousins in Ghana. For a while, at least, her tactic 
seems to work as she navigates university, career 
and friendship. But old patterns begin to catch up 
with Stella, and she soon learns that magpies alone 
can’t protect her from heartbreak and danger.

Immersive, heart-rending and defiant, One for 
Sorrow, Two for Joy is a story of courage, endurance, 
and a young woman determined to thrive against 
the odds.

Marie-Claire Amuah is a British-Ghanaian barrister specialising in 
white collar crime. One for Sorrow, Two for Joy is her first novel.©
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OCTOBER
point blank | new

NOVEMBER
oneworld | new

Seven Empty Houses

The master of the spine-tingling short story 
returns with her latest thrilling collection 

From the Man Booker-shortlisted author of Fever 
Dream comes a hotly anticipated new collection of 
eerie short stories, winner of the prestigious Ribera 
del Duero International Short Narrative Prize. 
Playful and unsettling, teeming with the energy 
of barely contained violence, Seven Empty Houses 
dismantles the neat appearance of domesticity 
to expose the darkness and discomfort that lies 
beneath. 

A neighbour looks on as a couple grieve the loss 
of their son. A young girl makes an unwelcome 
acquaintance in a hospital waiting room. A woman 
prepares for death with ruthless precision. Eerie 
and exhilarating, reminiscent of the best of Shirley 
Jackson, these chilling tales cement Samanta 
Schweblin’s place among the finest short-story 
writers at work today. 

‘[Schweblin’s] particular genius lies in the fact 
that there’s something inherently savage and 
ungovernable about her work.’ Financial Times 

‘Starting a story by the Argentinian Samanta 
Schweblin is like tumbling into a dark hole with 
no idea where you’ll end up.’ 
Chris Power, The Sunday Times 

Samanta Schweblin 
Translated from the Spanish by Megan McDowell 

Samanta Schweblin is the author of three story collections that have won numerous 
awards, including the prestigious Juan Rulfo Story Prize, and been translated into 
twenty languages. Her debut novel Fever Dream was shortlisted for the Man Booker 
International Prize 2017. Originally from Buenos Aires, she lives in Berlin. 

Translated Fiction
November 2022
£14.99
Short Royal Hardback 
ISBN: 9780861544325   
eISBN: 9780861544332   

Territories: UK/BC ex Can
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WELCOME TO MAGPIE

One for sorrow
Two for the joy of a great book

Three for a brand-new imprint called MAGPIE...
 

Words associated with magpie include disparate, distinct, 
divergent . . . which are as good as any in describing the reason we 

decided on MAGPIE as the name of our new imprint. 

Oneworld has a reputation for publishing standout fiction, which 
is reflected in the number of awards we have won over the years. 
MAGPIE will continue to look for stories showcasing the exact 

same qualities that are also perfect for book clubs or for savouring 
on a beach.

So how best to sum up what makes a MAGPIE novel special? 
We promise page-turning stories that make you feel good, that 

are thought provoking, diverse and brilliantly written - books that 
you just won’t be able to stop talking or tweeting about, that will 
make you laugh, will make you cry, and that you will desperately 

want to press into the hands of your friends.

As to the name? We just liked it, and it makes for a great logo. 
What we can guarantee, though, is that if you see our chirpy 

black and white bird on the spine of a book, you won’t be 
disappointed.
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JULY
magpie | new

Historical Fiction
June 2022
£8.99
336pp
B Format Paperback
ISBN: 9780861540327
eISBN: 9781786079084
Territories: UK/BC ex Can

The Forgotten
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Mary Chamberlain

Heart-wrenching historical fiction from 
bestselling novelist Mary Chamberlain

How do you rebuild a life from the ashes of 
despair?

London 1958. Twenty-six-year-old Betty Fisher  
is one of the first to join the Campaign for 
Nuclear Disarmament and attend its inaugural 
meeting, where she meets John Harris. Posted to 
Berlin towards the end of the war, John has been 
left traumatised by his experiences in Germany. 
And, as his initial admiration for Betty shifts 
into an overwhelming need to protect her, he 
is plagued by flashbacks and fantasies. John’s 
increasing fragility brings to the surface Betty’s 
own memories. And soon her past, too, begins  
to unravel…     

‘A moving story of two people discovering the 
power of past trauma to intrude on the present.’ 
The Sunday Times

‘Beautifully crafted, elegantly written... I loved 
this heart-stopping tale.’ 
Saskia Sarginson, author of The Bench

‘A vivid and immersive exploration of the lasting 
impacts of war.’ Woman’s Own

Mary Chamberlain is a novelist and historian. Her debut novel,  
The Dressmaker of Dachau, was published in 18 countries. She is the 
author of non-fiction books on women’s history and Caribbean history, 
including Fenwomen, the first book published by Virago Press. She lives 
in London with her husband, the political theorist Stein Ringen.

JUNE
magpie | new in paperback

Girls They Write Songs About

From a singular voice comes this unforgettable 
power ballad to female friendship

Rose and Charlotte arrive in 1990s New York, 
fresh out of university and fizzing with ambition. 
When they end up working at the same music 
magazine, Charlotte – earnest, bookish – is wary 
of brash, outspoken Rose. But this hesitancy soon 
gives way to a unique friendship that will change 
both girls forever.

Their lives entirely entwined, they find love 
and lose it, see each other through marriages, 
motherhood, divorces, career glories and 
catastrophes. But what does it mean to let go of 
the person whose voice is indistinguishable from 
your own? Can you stand by your choices if your 
soulmate can’t do the same?  

Fiery, poignant and pulsating with energy, 
this one-of-a-kind novel is a love letter to the 
friendships that shape us, and the women who 
make us who we are. 

Praise for Frances and Bernard:

‘Evocative…witty…sparky.’ Stylist

‘The characters’ charm and intelligence make them 
irresistible company.’ Daily Mail

Carlene Bauer is the author of the memoir Not That Kind of Girl and the novel Frances 
and Bernard. Her work has been published in the Los Angeles Review of Books, Virginia 
Quarterly Review, n+1, New York Times Book Review, and Elle. She lives in Brooklyn.

Fiction
July 2022

£16.99
320pp

Royal Hardback 
ISBN: 9780861544691    

eISBN: 9780861544707    

Territories: UK/BC ex Can

Carlene Bauer
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OCTOBER
point blank | new

OCTOBER
magpie | new

Onyi Nwabineli is a Nigerian-British headwrap afficionado. An English and Creative 
Writing graduate, she is the co-founder of Surviving Out Loud, a fund that provides 
fiscal support for survivors of sexual assault. Someday, Maybe is her debut novel. Born in 
Nigeria, Onyi currently lives in London. 

The unexpected, brilliantly honest story of grief 
and resilience that you won’t be able to stop talking 
about

Here are three things you should know about my 
husband: 

1. He was the great love of my life despite his penchant 
for going incommunicado 

2. He was, as far as I and everyone else could tell, 
perfectly happy

3. On New Year’s Eve, he committed suicide 

Eve is not ok. The devastating loss of her husband 
leaves her reeling, but everyone around her – her 
friends, her boisterous British-Nigerian family, 
her toxic mother-in-law – seems to be pushing 
her to move on. Unable to face the future, Eve 
begins looking back, delving through the history 
of her marriage in an attempt to understand where 
it went wrong. So begins an unconventional love 
story about loss, resilience, and a heroine bursting 
with rage and unexpected joy. 

This sure-fire conversation starter is a fierce 
portrayal of a life shattered by grief, and the 
unexpected moments of light that shine through 
where we least expect. 

Fiction
October 2022
£16.99
320pp
Royal Hardback 
ISBN: 9780861543519    
eISBN: 9780861543526    

Territories: UK/BC ex Can

Someday, Maybe
Onyi Nwabineli 

What an exciting 2022 for Point Blank – buckle up crime lovers.
 

We kick off with Willa C. Richard’s NYT  Best Crime Novel of 
the Year The Comfort of Monsters, a stunning debut set against 

the backdrop of Jeffrey Dahmer’s 1990s killing spree. And 
Tim Glister’s Cold War MI5 operative Richard Knox faces an 

impossible decision in A Loyal Traitor. 

We have some fabulous mass market paperbacks. Gripping and 
gritty, The Khan by Saima Mir was picked by The Times, Apple and 
Waterstones as a Best Book of 2021. Paula McLain has a corker 

of a debut thriller in When the Stars Go Dark – an instant New York 
Times bestseller. 

There’s a dazzling dose of psychological suspense in The Coffin 
Club, a debut by Jacqueline Sutherland – it’s twisty, it’s chilling, it’s 
unputdownable!  And just as lively and distinctive is book three in 

Fiona Erskine’s Jaq Silver Mystery series, The Chemical Cocktail. 
 

Helen Sedgwick’s spellbinding third book What Doesn’t Break Us 
sees a deadly drug ravage the village of Burrowhead, whilst Where 

the Missing Gather, the second in the atmospheric Burrowhead 
Mystery series appears in paperback. 

Steve Burrows has written another gripping bird-watching murder 
mystery with A Foreboding of Petrels. And 2022 is a big year for 

Tuva Moodyson devotees. Bad Apples appears in paperback in May. 
And in Wolf Pack (book 5) Tuva finds herself pulled into a closed 

community of survivalists. Can anyone be trusted? 
 

Something to enrapture and terrify all! 
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Tim Glister is a creative director working in advertising. He’s worked 
for a range of famous and infamous brands, including eighteen 
months at the controversial political communications agency 
Cambridge Analytica. He lives in London, and A Loyal Traitor is the 
second Richard Knox spy thriller. 

Alliances are tested as tensions come to a climax in 
this fast-paced second book in the Richard Knox 
Spy Thriller series 

It’s 1966. London is swinging, and the Cold War is 
spiralling. Whispers of conspiracies are everywhere. 
Spies on both sides of the iron curtain are running 
in circles. And MI5 agent Richard Knox is tired of 
all of it.

But when Abey Bennett, his CIA comrade 
in arms, appears in London, he must face an 
agonising choice: who will he believe, and who will 
he betray – his duty to his country or his loyalty to 
his friends?

‘A thoroughly gripping spy thriller... Captures  
the high stakes paranoia of the era brilliantly.’
Adam Hamdy, author of Black 13

‘Stunningly authentic, masterfully plotted and 
brilliantly composed, this is historical thriller 
writing at its very best.’ 
Matthew Richardson, author of The Insider

‘Considered and entertaining, I was drawn in  
from page one.’ Charlotte Philby, author of Part  
of the Family

Crime/Thriller
February 2022

£16.99
304pp

Short Royal Hardback 
ISBN: 9780861541669 

eISBN: 9780861541676 
Territories: UK/BC ex Can

FEBRUARY
     point blank | new

Willa C. Richards is a graduate of the Iowa Writers’ Workshop, where 
she was a Truman Capote Fellow. She earned her PhD in English from 
the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee. Her first story, ‘Failure to 
Thrive’, was published by the Paris Review last autumn. The Comfort of 
Monsters is Willa’s debut novel. She lives in Los Angeles.

A New York Times Best Crime Novel of the Year 

A heartbreaking page-turner, this remarkable debut 
is the story of a broken family looking for answers 
in the face of the unknown. 

Summer, 1991. Serial killer Jeffrey Dahmer’s 
heinous crimes dominated the headlines. 
When teen Dee McBride vanished in the city 
of Milwaukee, her disappearance was easily 
overlooked. 

2019, nearly thirty years later. Dee’s sister, 
Peg, is still haunted by her disappearance. But 
digging deep into her memory raises terrifying 
questions. How much trust can we place in our 
own recollections? And what does it mean to bear 
witness in a world where even our own truths are 
inherently suspect? 

‘Intense.’ LA Review of Books  

‘Gripping.’ Oprah Daily 

‘Dynamic.’ Chicago Review of Books  

‘Devastating.’ Publishers Weekly

Crime/Mystery
January 2022
£8.99
400pp
B Format Paperback 
ISBN: 9780861543540 
eISBN: 9780861543557 
Territories: UK/BC ex Can

JANUARY
      point blank | new

The Comfort of Monsters
Willa C. Richards

A Loyal Traitor
A Richard Knox Spy Thriller

Tim Glister
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MMP edition:
September 2022 

£8.99
ISBN: 9780861541683 
B Format Paperback
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MARCH/APRIL
      point blank | new in paperback

APRIL
     point blank | new

From the bestselling author of The Paris Wife comes a unique 
thriller that’s a hauntingly suspenseful deep-dive into trauma

A New York Times bestseller

‘A superior psychological thriller... Paula McLain focuses on 
the victims rather than the abductors in a gripping serial-killer 
story that is also a sensitive study of grief.’ 
The Times Crime Club

‘Absolutely incredible.’ 
Good Morning America

Crime/Mystery | April 2022 | B Format Paperback | £8.99 | 384pp
ISBN: 9780861541973 | eISBN: 9780861540815 | Territories: UK/BC ex Can

The Khan
Saima Mir

When the Stars Go Dark
Paula McLain

A searing, gritty debut crime novel with an unforgettable  
heroine who must make her way in a man’s world

A Times and Sunday Times Best Crime Novel of 2021

‘A fascinating glimpse into a world rarely portrayed in fiction.’ 
Guardian, best crime and thrillers

‘A once-in-a-generation crime thriller.’ 
A.A.Dhand, author of Streets of Darkness

‘Bold, addictive and brilliant.’ Stylist, best fiction 2021

Crime/Thriller | March 2022 | B Format Paperback | £8.99 | 336pp
ISBN: 9780861540891 | eISBN: 9781786079107 | Territories: UK/BC ex Can

Jacqueline Sutherland worked in corporate PR and marketing for over 
20 years. She began her debut novel on the 2019 Faber Academy Write 
Your Novel course. Jacqueline lives in Guildford. 

A deliciously twisty debut psychological thriller. 
Some people would kill for a second chance...

Kat is rebuilding her life. After losing her husband 
in a tragic accident, moving to the countryside is 
her chance to start again.

Encouraged by her new and only friend Ginny, Kat 
joins New Horizons, dubbed the Coffin Club by its 
members. And that’s how she meets Nico. Instantly 
drawn to each other, Nico seems like Kat’s perfect 
match. He is kind, caring, handsome and, most 
importantly, a father to five-year-old Magdalena. 
This could be Kat’s shot at the one thing she has 
always wanted: to be a mother.

But sometimes be careful what you wish for.

‘A compelling debut with a superbly twisted end.’
Sarah Clarke, author of A Mother Never Lies

‘A riveting, deeply disquieting thriller.’
Sarah Goodwin, author of Stranded

‘A dark and gripping debut... I loved it.’
Sophie Flynn, author of All My Lies

‘The Coffin Club’s tale of death, deceit and desire  
is deliciously compelling.’ Sabrina Broadbent, 
author of You Don’t Have to be Good

Psychological Suspense/Crime 
April 2022

£16.99
384pp

Demy Hardback 
ISBN: 9780861542826

eISBN: 9780861542833 
Territories: UK/BC ex Can

The Coffin Club
Jacqueline Sutherland
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    point blank | new

Where the Missing Gather

Bad Apples

The Burrowhead Mysteries 
Helen Sedgwick 

The atmospheric second in the Burrowhead Mystery  
series from the author of When the Dead Come Calling

Praise for When the Dead Come Calling:

‘Helen Sedgwick saw into the future and that 
future is now! It’s an incredible book! READ IT.’
Lemn Sissay, author of My Name Is Why

‘Helen Sedgwick is one of Scotland’s finest contemporary
storytellers.’ Claire Askew, author of All the Hidden Truths

Crime/Mystery | May 2022 | B Format Paperback | £8.99 | 416pp
ISBN: 9780861541935 | eISBN: 9781786079787 | Territories: UK/BC ex Can

A Tuva Moodyson Mystery 
Will Dean

From the bestselling author of Dark Pines comes  
Will Dean’s most terrifying Tuva Moodyson mystery yet

‘Just finished Will Dean’s Bad Apples. 
A delicious return to Tuva.’ Ann Cleeves

‘Fiendish, funny and scary as hell... 
The stand out in a truly outstanding series.’
Chris Whitaker, author of We Begin at the End

‘A compelling thriller that devoted fans and new readers will 
adore.’ Jane Casey, author of the Maeve Kerrigan series

Crime/Thriller | June 2022 | B Format Paperback | £8.99 | 352pp
ISBN: 9780861541980 | eISBN: 9781786079824 | Territories: UK/BC ex Can

Fiona Erskine is a professional engineer based in Teesside. She is the 
author of The Chemical Detective and The Chemical Reaction. The Chemical 
Detective was shortlisted for the Specsavers’ Debut Crime Novel Award. 
Her second thriller in the Jaq Silver series, The Chemical Reaction, was 
shortlisted for the Staunch Prize in 2020.

Jaq Silver is back with a bang in this high-octane 
third novel in the Chemical Detective series

When Jaq Silver’s mother dies, she is handed a 
poisoned chalice. An inheritance more valuable 
to her than she could have imagined. Travelling 
from Portugal to Brazil amid conspiracies and 
corruption to get to the bottom of her family 
mystery, Jaq learns she is not the only one with an 
interest in her unusual inheritance. Racing against 
the clock as the threats to her life increase on all 
sides, Jaq must use her scientific know-how to save 
what matters most.   

Praise for The Chemical Detective series:

‘Just the right blend of suspense and tension.’ 
Forbes, editors’ pick

‘Action, intrigue and a stonkingly modern heroine. 
It’s a blast.’ 
Sunday Times Crime Club

‘Imagine the love child of Jack Reacher and 
Nancy Drew... A delicious cocktail of dating and 
detonations.’ 
Evening Standard

 Crime/Thriller
June 2022

£8.99
352pp

B Format Paperback 
ISBN: 9780861540334 
eISBN: 9780861540341 

Territories: UK/BC ex Can

The Chemical Cocktail
A Dr Jaq Silver Mystery 

Fiona Erskine 
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JULY JULY

Helen Sedgwick is the author of When the Dead Come Calling (2020) 
and Where the Missing Gather (2021). She has an MLitt in Creative 
Writing from Glasgow University and won a Scottish Book Trust 
New Writers Award. She lives in the Scottish Highlands.

The spellbinding third novel in the Burrowhead 
Mystery series 

Take a sip and enter the world of the dead... 

As the station prepares to close down for good, DI 
Georgie Strachan is running out of time to find 
out what is really going on in Burrowhead and put 
a stop to it. A deadly drug appears in the small 
Scottish village, best consumed with the blood of a 
freshly slaughtered animal. But what does this have 
to do with the deaths and suicides? And who is 
responsible for supplying it? 

As rituals and threats reach a frantic high, no one 
wants to speak out. It seems the drug is ingrained 
in the very fabric of the village. Suspects abound as 
Georgie questions who she can really trust.  

Praise for When the Dead Come Calling: 

‘Unputdownable... Helen Sedgwick saw into the 
future and that future is now!’ 
Lemn Sissay, author of My Name Is Why 

‘Helen Sedgwick is one of Scotland's finest 
contemporary storytellers.’ 
Claire Askew, author of All the Hidden Truths 

‘Sedgwick’s writing is minutely observational, 
clever and warm.’ Scotsman 

Crime/Mystery
July 2022
£8.99
416pp 
B Format Paperback 
ISBN: 9780861541942 
eISBN: 9780861541959 
Territories: UK/BC ex Can

What Doesn't Break Us
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The Burrowhead Mysteries 

Helen Sedgwick 

Steve Burrows has pursued his birdwatching hobby on six continents.  
He is a former editor of the Hong Kong Bird Watching Society magazine 
and a contributing field editor for Asian Geographic. Steve now lives with 
his wife, Resa, in Oshawa, Ontario. The series is in development for TV.

In the seventh Birder Murder Mystery, Domenic 
Jejeune learns that some crimes are beyond the 
reach of law

Serving out a suspension, DCI Domenic Jejeune 
is occupying himself by looking into a strange 
death at an Antarctic research base, which appears 
to have been predicted by the victim. Meanwhile, 
DS Danny Maik has a string of arson attacks 
to investigate, including one at a local climate 
monitoring facility. A body found in a bird hide 
might connect the two lines of enquiry, but 
Jejeune’s suspension means the men cannot share 
information. Soon the two become ensnared 
in a web of leads involving secretive Antarctic 
researchers, uncompromising climate scientists and 
billionaire philanthropists.

Praise for the Birder Murder Mysteries: 

‘A murder plot built around birdwatching doesn’t, 
at first, seem plausible or even possible. But 
Burrows pulls it off... Riveting from first page to 
final line.’ Globe and Mail 

‘A suspenseful and well-crafted mystery perfect for 
the beach.’ Morning Star 

‘Skillfully written, full of moral ambiguities and 
artful puzzles.’ Kirkus, starred review

Crime/Mystery 
July 2022 

September 2022 (US) 
£8.99/US $14.99/CAN $19.99 

368pp 
B Format Paperback  
ISBN: 9780861541751 

eISBN: 9780861541768  
Territories: World 

A Foreboding of Petrels
Birder Murder Mysteries 

Steve Burrows  
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OCTOBER

Will Dean grew up in the East Midlands. His debut novel, Dark Pines, was selected 
for Zoe Ball’s Book Club, shortlisted for the Guardian Not the Booker prize and 
named a Daily Telegraph Book of the Year. Will Dean lives in Sweden where the Tuva 
Moodyson novels are set. 

Tensions run high in the fifth Tuva Moodyson 
mystery from the bestselling author of Dark Pines  

A closed community

Rose Farm is home to a group of survivalists living 
with no contact to the outside world. 

A body

The body of a woman is found on the perimeter of 
the farm. 

A frantic search

As Tuva attempts to unmask the killer, she gains 
unique access to the residents. Soon she finds 
herself in danger of becoming part of the pack.  

Praise for the Tuva series: 

‘The tension is unrelenting, and I can’t wait for 
Tuva’s next outing.’ Val McDermid 

‘Loaded with atmosphere, brilliant on setting, and 
Tuva Moodyson just rocks.’ Mark Billingham 

‘A must read.’ Observer Thriller of the Month 

‘BRILLIANT.’ Ann Cleeves

Crime/Thriller
October 2022
£14.99 
352pp 
Short Royal Hardback  
ISBN: 9780861541997  
eISBN: 9780861542000 
Territories: UK/BC ex Can

Wolf Pack
A Tuva Moodyson Mystery 

Will Dean  

Between chart-topping bestsellers and prize-winning debuts,  
Rock the Boat has enjoyed its most successful year to date with sales 

up 300%. The standout success was Girl in Pieces by Kathleen Glasgow, 
which sold over 50k copies, driven in part by the phenomenon of 
TikTok, but there were many other successes from across the list.

 
Iron Widow and Poison for Breakfast each sold over 20k copies in their 
first outing in hardback, with sales of Firekeepers Daughter and Aurora’s 

End not far behind. All are out in paperback this year.
 

And we have some incredible books to look forward to, starting with 
I am Not Your Perfect Mexican Daughter by Erika L. Sánchez, soon to 
be a Netflix film directed by Golden Globe-winner America Ferrera. 

For middle-grade readers we have The Extraordinary Adventures of Alice 
Tonks, the heart-warming debut from London-based author Emily 
Kenny about an autistic and unlikely hero who can talk to animals. 

Queen of funny, Nat Amoore, is back with an eco message in the side-
splitting Secrets of an Undercover Activist. And for the autumn, we have 
the much-anticipated Dogs of the Deadlands from Carnegie-winning 

author Anthony McGowan - this beautifully illustrated hardback is a 
future classic in the making. 

 
 In April we launch our brand-new Rock the Boat website, packed with 

information, author interviews, activity packs and teaching resources.
 

So, plenty to look forward to in the year ahead. Could this be our 
boldest and best year yet? 

We certainly hope so! 

     point blank | new in paperback
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JANUARY/FEBRUARY
    rock the boat | new in paperback

Middle Grade
January 2022
£6.99
176pp
B Format Paperback
ISBN: 9780861541867
eISBN: 9780861541874 
Territories: UK/BC ex Can, ANZ

Linda Sue Park is the author of many books for young readers, 
including the international bestseller A Long Walk to Water. Linda is 
the founder of KiBooka, a listing initiative that aims to boost Korean 
American and Korean diasporic voices. She has been a panellist for 
several awards and grants. Linda lives in New York with her family.©
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A Single Shard
Linda Sue Park

A special 20th anniversary edition of this Newbery 
Medal-winning tale from the bestselling author of 
A Long Walk to Water

13-year-old Tree-ear lives in a Korean village 
famous for its ceramics. He doesn’t have much but 
he loves to watch master potter Min at work and 
dreams of learning the craft one day. Reluctantly 
Min agrees to let Tree-ear help him. 

Determined to do whatever it takes to prove 
himself, Tree-ear embarks on a dangerous journey 
to present his master’s work to the king, unaware it 
will change his life forever.

‘Delightful... I read the novel with enormous 
pleasure and admiration.’ 
Philip Pullman 

‘A moving tribute to perseverance and creativity  
in this finely etched novel.’
Publishers Weekly, starred review

‘Brings 12th-century Korea and these indelible 
characters to life.’ 
School Library Journal, best books of the year

‘This quiet but involving story draws readers into  
a very different time and place.’
Booklist, starred review

JANUARY
rock the boat | new 

Firekeeper's Daughter 

The Shadow Arts

The thrilling sequel to Monstrous Devices. Alex and his 
grandfather hold the fate of history itself in their hands in  
a Rick Riordan meets Raiders of the Lost Ark adventure  
of epic proportions!

‘A dark, mysterious, adrenaline-pumping
rollercoaster of a story.’ Kieran Larwood, author of  
The Legend of Podkin One-Ear

‘A brilliant sequel.’  Jennifer Killick, author of Crater Lake

‘A superbly assured sequel where detailed settings, a clever 
plot and cliffhanging action combine in an unforgettable 
read.’ South China Morning Post

Angeline Boulley

Damien Love

Middle Grade | February 2022 | B Format Paperback | £7.99 | 416pp
ISBN: 9780861540884 | eISBN: 9781786079398 | Territories: UK/BC ex Can  

Young Adult | January 2022 | B Format Paperback | £8.99 | 496pp
ISBN: 9781786079060 | eISBN: 9781786079053 | Territories: UK/BC ex Can  

An internationally bestselling thriller about a Native 
American teen who must root out the corruption in her 
community

Winner of the YA Goodreads Choice Award, the Printz 
Award and the William C. Morris YA Debut Award

‘A story that grips like a bulldog clip on your heart.’
Katherine Rundell, author of The Good Thieves

‘A heart-pounding thriller.’ Reese’s Book Club YA pick

‘A swift-paced, compelling thriller.’ Guardian



OCTOBER
point blank | new

MARCH/JUNE
rock the boat | new 

OCTOBER
     rock the boat | new
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Age 5-8
October 2022

£5.99 
112pp

B Format Paperback
ISBN: 9780861543380 

eISBN: 9780861543397 
Territories: World

Katy, Cassie, Luca and Zia learn about light 
pollution in a nocturnal playdate adventure

On a sleepover at Cassie’s house, the friends plan 
the best and biggest midnight feast adventure. 
They imagine their telescope is a portal to a 
night-time world, which takes them on a magical 
journey under a moonlit sky. But when they meet 
a tiny owl with a broken body-clock, they realise 
something is out of sync. Only by helping the 
mixed-up owl un-mix itself will the four friends 
and Thunder rebalance the ecosystem – and 
celebrate together by having the midnight feast of 
their dreams! 

Emma Beswetherick is the mother of young children and wanted to write exciting, 
inspirational and enabling adventure stories to share with them. Emma works in 
publishing and lives in London with her family and two ragdoll cats – the inspiration 
for Thunder.
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The Midnight Moon Feast
Playdate Adventures Book 7

Emma Beswetherick

The Great Safari Rescue

The Honeybee Treasure Hunt

Playdate Adventures Book 5
Emma Beswetherick

Playdate Adventures Book 6
Emma Beswetherick

Katy, Cassie, Zia and Luca learn about the importance  
of water conservation as they whizz off on an imaginary 
safari adventure

The four friends and Thunder head to Kruger National Park 
in their very own flying safari jeep. But why are the animals 
so unhappy? And how can the friends revive their dried-up 
watering hole?

‘Guaranteed free of unicorns and princesses, it’s fun, 
empowering fiction for 5-8-year-olds.’
David Nicholls, author of One Day
 

Age 5-8 | March 2022 | B Format Paperback | £5.99 | 112pp
ISBN: 9780861542369 | eISBN: 9780861542376 | Territories: World  

The friends go in search of honey and discover the 
importance of bees and bugs

Eager to learn more about honeybees, the friends and 
Thunder shrink themselves down to take a closer look.  
But soon this miniature adventure turns out to be their 
biggest yet!

‘Every young girl should read this series.’
Amanda Holden
 

Age 5-8 | June 2022 | B Format Paperback | £5.99 | 112pp
ISBN: 9780861542550 | eISBN: 9780861542567 | Territories: World  
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Young Adult
March 2022
£8.99
368pp
B Format Paperback 
ISBN: 9780861543496 
eISBN: 9780861543502 
Territories: UK/BC ex Can

Heartbreaking but laugh-out-loud funny 
contemporary YA about losing a sister and finding 
yourself, soon to be a Netflix film and a TIME 
magazine 100 best YA books of all time

When her sister Olga dies in a tragic accident, 
Julia is left to pick up the pieces of her family. She 
is also expected to fill the shoes of her sister. But 
Julia has never been the perfect Mexican daughter.

As Julia struggles to find her place in the world, 
she discovers Olga was not as perfect as everyone 
thought. Who was her sister really? And how can 
Julia even attempt to live up to an impossible ideal?

‘Alive and crackling – a gritty tale wrapped 
in a page-turner.’ 
New York Times

‘I fell in love with Erika L. Sánchez’s stunning 
novel, I Am Not Your Perfect Mexican Daughter.  
The depth, wit and searing intelligence of her 
writing and her young Latina heroine struck me 
to my core and left me wanting so much more.’ 
America Ferrera 

‘This book will change everything… A perfect 
book about imperfection.’ 
Juan Felipe Herrera

Erika L. Sánchez is a Mexican American poet, novelist and essayist.  
I Am Not Your Perfect Mexican Daughter was a New York Times bestseller 
and a National Book Awards finalist. It is now being made into a film 
directed by America Ferrera. Sánchez is the Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz 
chair at DePaul University and lives in Chicago with her family. ©
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I Am Not Your Perfect Mexican Daughter
Erika L. Sánchez

Middle Grade
May 2022

£6.99
256pp

B-Format Paperback
ISBN: 9780861542055

eISBN: 9780861542062
Territories: World English

A story with buckets of heart and humour about 
finding your voice, friendship and unlikely heroes. 
Perfect for fans of Elle McNicoll’s A Kind of Spark 

Alice Tonks desperately wants to make friends at 
her new boarding school but she’s always found it 
hard to fit in. Then she discovers she is a switcher 
and can talk to animals. 

As she starts to explore her newfound abilities, 
to her horror she learns that creatures are going 
missing. Only Alice holds the key to solving the 
mystery and finding the culprit, but she’ll need to 
harness her full powers first. And to do that she’ll 
need a bit of help from her new friends – animal 
and human alike. 

‘A tale of friendship with an autistic protagonist,  
by an autistic author, this promises to be a great 
new series.’
A Bookseller Middle Grade highlight 

‘Everyone says stories have heart but  
The Extraordinary Adventures of Alice Tonks has 
heart, soul and so much spirit.’
Lindsay Galvin, author of Darwin’s Dragons

The Extraordinary Adventures of Alice Tonks
Emily Kenny

US: February 2023
PB: $8.99 US/$11.99 CAN

ISBN: 9780861542079
eISBN: 9780861542086

Like Alice, Emily Kenny is autistic and wanted to write her debut 
novel about an autistic child protagonist. Emily completed the MA 
in children’s literature at Roehampton University and was part of the 
Spark Mentor scheme with WriteMentor. Emily lives in London and 
can be found at emilykenny.co.uk.
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Young Adult 
May 2022
£8.99 
416pp 
B Format Paperback
ISBN: 9780861544776
eISBN: 9780861544783
Territories: UK/BC ex Can  

The most popular girl in school is dead – and 
everyone’s blaming the wrong guy. From the 
bestselling author of Girl in Pieces

When Alice Ogilvie ran away last summer, her 
disappearance was Castle Cove’s biggest mystery. 
But then her ex-best friend Brooke Donovan 
vanishes. Initially dismissed as a copycat case, Alice 
suspects there is something darker at play.

Joined by outsider and unlikely investigative partner 
Iris Adams, Agatha Christie-obsessed Alice sets out 
to get to the bottom of what is really happening in 
Castle Cove. There are clues the police are ignoring 
and a list of suspects a mile long. But Alice and Iris 
have no idea just how many secrets their little town 
is hiding.

‘Part Agatha Christie, part Veronica Mars, 
and completely entertaining.’ 
Karen M. McManus, author of One Of Us  
Is Lying 

‘Full of twists, mysteries and so much heart,  
The Agathas will keep you up late guessing  
who-exactly-dunit.’ 
Erin A. Craig, author of House of Salt and Sorrows 

The Agathas
Kathleen Glasgow and Liz Lawson 

Kathleen Glasgow is the author of the globally bestselling 
novel Girl in Pieces, How to Make Friends with the Dark and 
You’d Be Home Now. She lives in Tucson, Arizona. 
Liz Lawson is the author of The Lucky Ones. She lives outside 
of Washington DC with her family and two cats.

Middle Grade 
June 2022

£6.99 
352pp 

B Format Paperback
ISBN: 9780861540679 

eISBN: 9780861540686 
Territories: World English ex ANZ 

The side-splitting story of three best friends, one 
greedy mayor and a whole lot of pranking 

Casey Wu tries to stay out of the spotlight, 
which is why no one would suspect her of being 
the mastermind behind a string of attention-
grabbing stunts. Together with best friends Zeke 
and Cookie, she is part of Green Peas – a secret 
organisation designed to make adults sit up and 
pay attention to important environmental issues. 

But when the three young activists get wind of a 
major cover up in their town, things really start to 
get serious. It’s time for Green Peas to stage their 
biggest prank yet.  

‘This is so brilliant... It’s a really, really powerful 
message to young people that their voice matters.’ 
Children's Books Daily 

‘Nat Amoore is the next Andy Griffiths. Her books 
are madcap and wild, with an enormous heart.’ 
Newcastle Herald 

‘This marvellous book is about aptitude, 
intelligence, adaptability and self-reliance… 
delivered to us with humour, fine writing and  
a dose of craziness.’ Reading Time 

Nat Amoore wrote and directed international award-winning short 
film Elemenopee. She was a recipient of the CBCA Maurice Saxby 
Creative Development Program for 2018. Nat has a kidlit podcast One 
More Page. She is the author of Secrets of a Schoolyard Millionaire.  ©
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Secrets of an Undercover Activist

US: August 2022 
PB: $8.99 US/$11.99 CAN 

ISBN: 9780861541065 
eISBN: 9780861541089 

Nat Amoore
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Middle Grade 
September 2022
£12.99/£7.99 TPB
320pp 
Cut-down Demy Hardback 
Export Trade Paperback
ISBN: 9780861542741 
TPB: 9780861543267
eISBN: 9780861542758 
Territories: World English

A tale of courage, companionship and hope from 
the Carnegie medal-winning author of Lark 

Chernobyl, 1986. The world is coming to an end. 
Dragged from her bed in the middle of the night, 
Natasha is forced to leave her beloved puppy 
behind and has no idea if she’ll ever return home. 

Growing up in the shadow of the ruined nuclear 
power plant, pups Misha and Bratan need to learn 
how to live wild – and fast. Creatures with sharp 
teeth, claws and yellow eyes lurk in the overgrown 
woods. And they’re watching the young brothers… 

But will the dogs survive without humans? And 
can humans live without them? 

‘Steeped in Richard Adams’ Plague Dogs and 
Watership Down... Dogs of The Deadlands is a 
wonderful thing. It moved me and stayed with me 
for an awfully long time.’
Phil Earle, author of When the Sky Falls

Anthony McGowan is one of the most widely acclaimed young adult 
and children’s authors in the UK. In 2020, he was awarded the CILIP 
Carnegie Medal for Lark. He won the Booktrust Teenage Prize and the 
Catalyst Award for Henry Tumour. His YA novel The Knife that Killed 
Me was made into a critically-lauded film in 2014. Anthony lives in 
London with his wife, two children and dog.

Dogs of the Deadlands

US: September 2022 
PB: $16.99 US/$22.99 CAN 
ISBN: 9780861543199 
eISBN: 9780861543205

Anthony McGowan

Prepare for the thrilling finale in the epic, bestselling 
Aurora Cycle series about a band of unlikely heroes who 

just might be the galaxy’s last hope for survival 

Praise for the Aurora Cycle: 

‘A fusion of everything you love about the genre that adds 
up into something completely fresh.’ 

Samantha Shannon, author of The Priory of the Orange Tree 

‘A beyond epic space adventure that will make a sci-fi fan 
out of anyone.’ 

Alexandra Christo, author of To Kill a Kingdom  

Young Adult | October 2022 | B Format Paperback | £8.99 | 512pp
ISBN: 9780861543670 | eISBN: 9780861540037 | Territories: UK/BC ex Can, ANZ  

Aurora's End
The Aurora Cycle 

Amie Kaufman and Jay Kristoff 

Chinese history and mecha science fiction combine in this 
instant New York Times No.1 bestseller

‘Ferociously original.’ Guardian

‘Absolutely epic. This is the historical-inspired, futuristic  
sci-fi mash-up of my wildest dreams.’ Chloe Gong 

‘Think The Handmaid’s Tale meets Pacific Rim 
and buckle up.’ Shelley Parker-Chan 

‘Brutal, bloodthirsty and full of rage.’ Julie C. Dao 
 

Young Adult | September 2022 | B Format Paperback | £8.99 | 400pp
ISBN: 9780861542116 | eISBN: 9780861542109 | Territories: UK/BC ex Can  

Iron Widow
Xiran Jay Zhao 
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Young Adult 
October 2022
November 2022 (US)
£8.99/US $11.99/CAN $15.99 
304pp 
B Format Paperback
ISBN: 9780861540655
eISBN: 9780861540662 
Territories: World

A heartbreaking but hope-filled tale about the 
stories we tell ourselves to survive 

You are strong. You are brave. You are not alone. 

Seventeen-year-old Iris is happy. She might not 
have her mother but she refuses to let her past 
determine who she is. Then Iris finds out the truth 
about her mum’s death.

As her childhood memories prove uncertain, not 
even her best friend or new love interest Orla can 
help her make sense of them. Reeling from the 
discovery, Iris is forced to question everything she 
knows about her friends, her family and herself. 
But can she find a new future now her eyes are 
open to the past?

Praise for The Sky is Mine: 

‘A powerful page-turner with giant heart. A book 
that everyone needs to read.’ 
Jennifer Niven, author of All the Bright Places 

‘Amy Beashel holds nothing back when 
confronting rape culture and toxicity; this beautiful 
book will floor you and deserves to be on every 
shelf, everywhere.’ 
Kathleen Glasgow, author of Girl in Pieces

Amy Beashel lives in Shropshire with her husband and two kids. Her debut novel 
The Sky is Mine was nominated for a CILIP Carnegie Medal 2021, longlisted for the 
Branford Boase Award 2021 and shortlisted for the Bristol Teen Book Award 2020. 
Incidentally, she is also the fastest woman in the world on a space hopper. 

We Are All Constellations
Amy Beashel 

NON-FICTION

Blistering, heart-breaking, staggering, powerfully argued and deeply 
felt. The perfect description of our non-fiction offering for 2022?  
Or a shameless plug for Blurb Your Enthusiasm by Louise Willder,  

a book that delights in wordplay, publishing secrets and writing tips 
for literary enthusiasts and language pedants?

Catherine the Great had her own ‘world-beating’ test-and-trace 
programme and vaccine rollout against smallpox centuries ago. Her 

partnership with the English doctor Thomas Dimsdale is explored in 
Lucy Ward’s dazzling debut.

In What We Owe the Future, moral philosopher William MacAskill 
asks us to consider all those who have yet to be born as we lock in 

the global systems and values that will outlast us by aeons.

Sean Carroll dreams of the day small talk about science is as 
common and fun as talk about films. In a groundbreaking new series, 
The Biggest Ideas in the Universe, he introduces us all to the wonders 

of cutting-edge physics.

And prepare to be amused by Kirsty Loehr’s whirlwind history of 
queer women, as she dispenses with the patriarchal nonsense and 

exposes centuries of outrageous straightwashing.
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FEBRUARY
      oneworld | new

A Brief History of Timekeeping

A dazzling journey through the history and 
science of keeping time

Press the snooze button on your alarm a bit too 
often and you soon remember the importance 
of good timekeeping. That need to tell the time 
connects you to over five thousand years of 
human history, from the first solstice markers at 
Newgrange to quartz crystal oscillating in your 
watch today. Science underpins time: measuring 
the movement of Sun, Earth and Moon, and 
unlocking the mysteries of quantum mechanics 
and relativity theory which are the key to  
ultra-precise atomic clocks.

Yet time is also socially decided: the Gregorian 
calendar we use today is a result of complex 
political negotiations. The ancient Maya used 
sophisticated astronomical observations to produce 
a calendar system unlike any other in the world. In 
his quirky and accessible style, Chad Orzel reveals 
the wondrous physics that makes time something 
we can set, measure and know.

Chad Orzel is an associate professor of physics and astronomy at Union 
College in New York. He has written for Forbes, Daily Mail and Physics 
World, and has spoken at numerous TED talks. His books have been 
translated into more than a dozen languages. Follow him @orzelc

Popular Science/History 
February 2022
£10.99
336pp
B Format Paperback
Integrated illustrations 
ISBN: 9780861542154 
eISBN: 9780861543212 
Territories: UK/BC ex Can

The Science of Marking Time, from Stonehenge to Atomic Clocks

Chad Orzel
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oneworld | new

For the Good of the World 
Is Global Agreement on Global Challenges Possible?

A. C. Grayling

Philosophy/Current Affairs
February 2022/March 2022 US 
£16.99/$26.95 US/$34.95 CAN

240pp
Short Royal Hardback
ISBN: 9780861542666

eISBN: 9780861542673 
Territories: World

A lucid and inspiring consideration of the 
challenges we and our world now face, and a 
proposal for a way to overcome them

The three biggest challenges facing the world 
today, in A. C. Grayling’s view, are climate change, 
technology and justice. In his timely new book, 
he asks: can human beings agree on a set of values 
that will allow us to confront the numerous threats 
facing the planet, or will we simply continue 
with our disagreements and antipathies as we 
collectively approach our possible extinction?

As every day brings new stories about extreme 
weather events, spyware, lethal autonomous 
weapons systems, and the health imbalance 
between the northern and southern hemispheres, 
Grayling’s question – Is Global Agreement on Global 
Challenges Possible? – becomes ever more urgent.

‘A truly excellent book. Grayling invites us all into 
a vital discussion of our planet’s future.’
Sir David King, former Chief Scientific Adviser  
to the UK Government

‘A must read.’
Gordon Brown, former UK prime minister

A. C. Grayling is the Founder and Principal of the New College of 
the Humanities at Northeastern University, London, and its Professor 
of Philosophy. Among his many books are The God Argument, 
Democracy and Its Crisis, The History of Philosophy and The Good State. 
He lives in London.
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OCTOBER
point blank | new

FEBRUARY
oneworld | new

FEBRUARY
      oneworld | new in paperback

The Elements of Choice

First, this book will change how you see the world. 
Then you will change how others see it

How do you get people to donate their organs? 
What’s the trick to reading a wine list? What’s the 
perfect number of matches a dating site should 
offer? How can you get your toddler to go to bed?

Every time we make a choice, our minds go 
through an elaborate process most of us never even 
notice. We’re influenced by subtle aspects of the 
way the choice is presented that often make the 
difference between a good decision and a bad one. 
To overcome the common faults in our decision-
making and enable better choices in any situation 
involves conscious and intentional decision design.

This book doesn’t simply analyse the mental 
fallacies that trip us up. It goes further to show us 
what good decision-making looks like – that it can 
be both moral and effective.

‘Eric Johnson is an absolute giant – one of 
the pioneers of modern behavioural science, 
with a unmatched combination of theoretical 
sophistication, a firm moral core, and a keen 
practical sense. He’s a brilliant thinker, a terrific 
storyteller, and a fun, vivid writer.’ 
Cass Sunstein, co-author of Nudge

Eric J. Johnson is Norman Eig Professor of Business and director of 
the Center for Decision Sciences at the Columbia Business School. 
His academic awards include the Distinguished Scientific Achievement 
Award of the Society for Consumer Psychology.

Popular Psychology 
February 2022
£20
400pp
Short Royal Hardback 
Integrated illustrations 
ISBN: 9780861541188 
eISBN: 9780861541195 

Territories: UK/BC ex Can

Why the Way We Decide Matters

Eric J. Johnson

Becoming Kim Jong Un
Understanding North Korea’s Young Dictator

North Korea/Current Affairs | February 2022 | B Format Paperback | £10.99 | 336pp  
ISBN: 9780861542529 | eISBN: 9781786077172 | Territories: UK/BC ex Can

Jung H. Pak

The first book from a former intelligence community insider

The explosive story of Kim Jong II’s third son: the spoilt and 
impetuous child, the mediocre student, the ruthless murderer,  

the shrewd grand strategist.

‘Pak exudes the authority and glamour of the spook.’ The Times

The Red Prince
The Life of John of Gaunt, the Duke of Lancaster

History | February 2022/March 2022 US | B Format Paperback  
£10.99/$17.95 US/$24.95 CAN | 304pp | ISBN: 9780861543182 | eISBN: 9780861540839  

Territories: World

Helen Carr

War, revolution and love – dazzling medieval history from  
a rising star

A Times and Sunday Times Best Book of 2021

‘Superb, gripping and fascinating.’ Simon Sebag Montefiore

Them and Us
How immigrants and locals can thrive together

Current Affairs | February 2022/September 2022 US | B Format Paperback  
£10.99/$17.95 US/$23.95 CAN | 320pp | ISBN: 9780861542222 | eISBN: 9781786077912 

Territories: UK/BC ex Can

Philippe Legrain

Immigration is good for society and here’s the data that proves it

Winner of the Diversity, Inclusion and Equality Award at the 
Business Book Awards 2021

‘Entertaining... fizzes with practical ideas.’  The Economist
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OCTOBER
point blank | new

MARCH
oneworld | new in paperback

APRIL
     oneworld | new in paperback 

Food and Society | March 2022/April 2022 US | B Format Paperback
£10.99/$17.95 US/$24.95 CAN | 352pp | ISBN: 9780861542185 | eISBN: 9781786079275 
Territories: World English

Anthony Warner

The Angry Chef argues for fundamental changes to 
our global food systems

‘A provocative vision.’ Sunday Times

Ending Hunger
The Quest to Feed the World Without Destroying It

History/East Germany | March 2022/September 2022 US | B Format Paperback
£10.99/$18.95 US/$24.95 CAN | 336pp | ISBN: 9781786079619 | eISBN: 9781786078285 
Territories: World English

Ralph Hope

The untold story of what the Stasi did next

What do you do with a hundred thousand idle spies?

‘Fascinating and powerful.’ Sunday Times

The Grey Men
Pursuing the Stasi into the Present

Popular Economics/Current Affairs | March 2022/April 2022 US | B Format Paperback
£10.99/$17.95 US/$24.95 CAN | 304pp | ISBN: 9780861542253 | eISBN: 9781786078087 
Territories: World English

Robert Verkaik

Stories of economic shame in Britain and a hopeful way forward 

‘How the system became rigged so that even the fortunate  
lose out: a masterpiece.’ 
Danny Dorling, author of Inequality and the 1%

Why You Won’t Get Rich
And Why You Deserve Better Than This

How Do You Fight a Horse-Sized Duck?
And Other Perplexing Puzzles from the Toughest  

Interviews in the World

Games and Puzzles & Quizzes | April 2022 | B Format Paperback | £9.99 | 320pp  
ISBN: 9780861543021 | eISBN: 9780861540082 | Territories: UK/BC ex Can

William Poundstone

How to tackle the toughest interview questions Facebook, 
Amazon, Apple, Netflix and Google have to offer – and other 

perplexing problems to puzzle any mind!

‘An entertaining book we can all enjoy… highly informative  
and amusing.’ Daily Mail

Surviving Katyńń
Stalin’s Polish Massacre and the Search for Truth

History/Second World War | April 2022/May 2022 US | B Format Paperback   
£10.99/$17.95 US/$24.95 CAN | 400pp | ISBN: 9780861543038 | eISBN: 9781786078933 

Territories: World English

Jane Rogoyska

The extraordinary true story of one of the greatest mysteries of 
World War II

‘A gripping reconstruction… utterly compelling reading.’ 
Adam Zamoyski

Becoming Wild
How Animals Learn to be Animals

Popular Science/Natural World | April 2022 | B Format Paperback   
£10.99 | 384pp | ISBN: 9781786079633 | eISBN: 9781786077257  

Territories: UK/BC ex Can

We tend to think of culture as being exclusively human, but do 
animals have it too?

‘A bracing and enlightening book.’
Science

Carl Safina
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point blank | new

APRIL
oneworld | new

APRIL
     oneworld | new 

Chris Maunder is a visiting fellow in Theology and Religious Studies 
at York St John University. He is the author of Our Lady of the Nations, 
and the editor of The Oxford Handbook of Mary and Origins of the Cult of 
the Virgin Mary. He lives in Knaresborough, North Yorkshire.

Who was the real Mary mother of Jesus?

Despite the commonly held assumption that 
the Bible says little about the mother of Jesus, 
there are many indications that Mary preceded 
and inspired her son in fostering the emergence 
of a new faith community. In the Gospel of 
John, Mary instigates Jesus’ first miracle, and in 
all four gospels she is present at the crucifixion, 
suggesting hers was a place of unparalleled 
importance in the Christian story.

Setting aside presuppositions based on doctrine, 
Chris Maunder returns to the New Testament 
to answer the question ‘Who was Mary?’ He 
re-examines the virgin conception of Jesus, 
Mary’s contribution to Jesus’ ministry, and her 
central role in the events of the crucifixion and 
the resurrection. In so doing, he casts a thought-
provoking new light on Mary and the women, 
including Mary Magdalene, who stood alongside 
her.

‘A welcome addition to the recent resurgence of 
research on the Marys, and on the leadership of 
women in early Christianity.’
Mary Ann Beavis, Professor Emerita, St Thomas 
More College

Religion/Christianity
April 2022
£18.99/$27.95 US/$36.95 CAN 
288pp
Royal Hardback
ISBN: 9780861542642 
eISBN: 9780861542659 
Territories: World

Mary, Founder of Christianity
Chris Maunder

The Empress and the English Doctor
How Catherine the Great defied a deadly virus

Lucy Ward

History
April 2022/June 2022 US

£20/$30 US/$40 CAN 
336pp

Royal Hardback 
Integrated illustrations 
ISBN: 9780861542451 

eISBN: 9780861542468 
Territories: World

The astonishing true story of how Catherine the 
Great joined forces with a Quaker doctor from 
Essex to spearhead a groundbreaking public health 
campaign

No disease sparked as much dread in the 
eighteenth century as smallpox. It killed children 
all across Europe with ruthless efficiency and those 
lucky enough to survive were disfigured with the 
tell-tale pitted scars. But a method offered hope in 
preventing serious infection: inoculation.

Only one problem remained: convincing people to 
take the treatment. A pamphleteering war raged in 
Europe about the risks and benefits of inoculation, 
and public resistance ran high. Catherine the 
Great broke the deadlock by requesting that an 
Essex doctor, Thomas Dimsdale, inoculate her. 
Lucy Ward expertly unveils how this extraordinary 
situation came about – and how it kickstarted a 
trend of inoculations all over Europe.

This is a fascinating history of Enlightenment 
ideals, political intrigue, and the human quest to 
cure disease.

‘A fascinating and beautifully told story about 
courageous vaccination pioneers.’ 
Kate Bingham, Chair of the UK Vaccine Taskforce

Lucy Ward is a writer and former journalist for the Guardian and 
Independent. As a Westminster Lobby correspondent, she campaigned 
for greater women’s representation and secured the first ever Lobby job 
share. From 2010–12, she lived in Moscow, renewing her interest in 
Russian history. She lives in Essex. ©
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OCTOBER
point blank | new

MAY
oneworld | new in paperback

APRIL
     oneworld | new 

History | May 2022/June 2022 US | B Format Paperback | £10.99/$17.95 US/$24.95 CAN 
304pp | ISBN: 9780861543045 | eISBN: 9781786079961 | Territories: World  

Leo Hollis

The reclaimed history of a woman whose tragic life  
tells a story of madness, forced marriages and how the  
super-rich came to own London

‘An enjoyable romp through the social history of a century.’   
The Times

Inheritance: The Lost History  
of Mary Davies  
A Story of Property, Marriage and Madness

History/British Empire | May 2022/June 2022 US | B Format Paperback 
£10.99/$17.95 US/$24.95 CAN | 400pp | ISBN: 9780861543137 | eISBN: 9781786079367
Territories: World

A tragic story of the British Empire run amok  
and the plunder of great works of art

‘Gripping…a must read.’ FT

Barnaby Phillips

Loot  
Britain and the Benin Bronzes 

Revised 
and 

Updated

Social Issues/Gender Studies | May 2022/June 2022 US | B Format Paperback 
£10.99/$17.95 US/$24.95 CAN | 320pp | ISBN: 9780861543724 | eISBN: 9780861540501
Territories: World English

THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER and The Times, 
Spectator and Observer Book of the Year 2021

‘A tour de force’ Evening Standard

‘Frighteningly necessary’ Richard Dawkins

Helen Joyce

Trans  
When Ideology Meets Reality

The Hated Cage
An American Tragedy in Britain’s Most Terrifying Prison

Nicholas Guyatt

History
April 2022

£25
432pp

Royal Hardback 
Integrated illustrations 
ISBN: 9781786079893 

eISBN: 9781786079909 
Territories: UK/BC ex Can

Buried in the history of our most famous jail,  
a unique story of captivity, violence and race

The War of 1812 – the last time Britain and 
America went to war with each other. British 
redcoats torch the White House and six thousand 
American privateers languish in the world’s largest 
prisoner-of-war camp, Dartmoor. A myriad of 
races and backgrounds, with some prisoners as 
young as thirteen.

Known as the ‘hated cage’, Dartmoor wasn’t a 
place you’d expect to be full of life and invention. 
Yet prisoners taught each other foreign languages 
and science, put on plays and staged boxing 
matches. In daring efforts to escape they lived 
every prison-break cliché – how to hide the tunnel 
entrances, what to do with the earth… Drawing 
on meticulous research, The Hated Cage documents 
the extraordinary communities these men built 
within the prison – and the terrible massacre that 
destroyed these worlds.

‘This is history as it ought to be – gripping, 
dynamic, vividly written, and altogether brilliant in 
its interpretation.’ 
Marcus Rediker, author of The Slave Ship

Nicholas Guyatt is a professor of American history at the University 
of Cambridge. The author of six books, he has written for the 
Guardian, Telegraph and London Review of Books and was a consultant 
for the acclaimed BBC Four television series, Racism: A History. He 
lives in Cambridge. ©
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OCTOBER
point blank | new

MAY
oneworld | new

JUNE
      oneworld | new

The Biggest Number in the World 

The weird and wonderful quest for unfathomably 
large numbers

We all know that you could spend your life 
counting and never reach the end of the line, so 
there can’t be such a thing as a ‘biggest number’. 
Can there?

To find out, David Darling and Agnijo Banerjee 
embark on an epic quest, beginning with cells 
in the body, stars in the universe and the time 
required for all black holes to evaporate.
Then things get serious.

Enter the strange, largely unexplored realm 
between the finite and the infinite, and float 
through a universe where the rules we cling to 
no longer apply. Encounter the highest number 
computable and infinite kinds of infinity. At every 
turn, a cast of wonderful characters threaten the 
status quo with their ideas, and each time the 
numbers get larger. Will they ever stop?

David Darling is a science writer, astronomer and tutor. He is the 
author of nearly fifty books, including the bestselling Equations of 
Eternity. He lives in Dundee, Scotland.

Agnijo Banerjee is one of the world’s most outstanding young 
mathematicians and a former student of Darling’s. He was born in 
Kolkata, India, but has spent most of his life in Scotland. He is now 
continuing his studies at Trinity College, Cambridge.
They are the authors of the Weird Maths trilogy.

Popular Mathematics/Popular Science 
May 2022/June 2022 US
£10.99/$17.95 US/$24.95 CAN
256pp
B Format Paperback
Integrated illustrations
ISBN: 9780861543052
eISBN: 9780861543069
Territories: World

A Journey to the Edge of Mathematics

David Darling and Agnijo Banerjee
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How Minds Change
The Science of Belief, Opinion and Persuasion

David McRaney

Popular Psychology 
June 2022

£18.99
352pp

Short Royal Hardback 
ISBN: 9781786071644      

eISBN: 9781786071637 
Territories: UK/BC ex Can

Our most deeply held opinions and beliefs can be 
changed – here’s how

What leads reasonable, intelligent, scientifically 
curious people to believe the Earth is flat?

Self-delusion expert and psychology nerd David 
McRaney sets out to discover not just what it takes 
to influence others, but why we believe in the first 
place. Along the way he meets a former Westboro 
Baptist Church member who was deradicalised on 
Twitter, goes deep canvassing to see how quickly 
people will surrender their character-defining 
views, finds a 9/11 Truther who turns his back on 
it all, and interviews a prominent Flat Earther in 
front of a live audience.

Distilling the latest research in psychology and 
neuroscience, How Minds Change explains, well, 
how minds change – and how to change them 
– not over hundreds of years, but in less than a 
generation, in less than a decade, and sometimes  
in a single conversation.

David McRaney is a journalist, author and podcaster. His blog 
exploring how we delude ourselves laid the groundwork for his first 
book, You Are Not So Smart, which became an international bestseller 
and was translated into fourteen languages. He lives in Hattiesburg, 
Mississippi. @davidmcraney davidmcraney.com
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point blank | new

JUNE
oneworld | new

JUNE
      oneworld | new

A History of Delusions 

The extraordinary ways the brain can misfire

Why would someone wake up and claim they’re 
Napoleon? Or believe they have been turned into 
a wolf and demand to be fed raw meat? The King 
of France – thinking he was made of glass – was 
terrified he might shatter…and he wasn’t alone.

For centuries we’ve dismissed delusions – they 
were something for doctors to sort out behind 
locked doors. But delusions are more than just 
bizarre quirks – they hold the key to collective 
anxieties and traumas. In this groundbreaking 
history, Victoria Shepherd uncovers stories of 
delusions from ancient times to the present day 
and implores us to identify reason in apparent 
madness. 

We all have it in us to become delusional. In 
understanding delusions, we come closer to 
understanding ourselves.

Victoria Shepherd conceived and produced the ten-part series  
A History of Delusions for BBC Radio 4. She has produced scores of 
documentaries and major strands for BBC Radio 4; she is also a writer, 
with an MA in creative writing from the University of East Anglia.

History
June 2022/July 2022 US
£16.99/$27 US/$33.95 CAN 
304pp
Demy Hardback 
Integrated illustrations 
ISBN: 9780861540914 
eISBN: 9780861540921 
Territories: World

The Glass King, a Substitute Husband and a Walking Corpse

Victoria Shepherd

Overruled
Our Vanishing Democracy in 9 Cases

Sam Fowles

Law/Current Affairs
June 2022

£16.99
240pp

Demy Hardback
ISBN: 9780861542475 

eISBN: 9780861542482 
Territories: UK/BC ex Can

An insider’s view into how our government has 
undermined our democratic principles from a 
barrister who took the Prime Minister to court

British democracy is on trial. We can no longer 
hold our leaders to account; the state has too much 
power; and the truth doesn’t matter at all. Those we 
voted into government have nothing but contempt 
for the democratic system that got them there. 
Today’s anti-democrats claim to represent the ‘will 
of the people’ against ‘activist lawyers’, immigrants 
and the metropolitan elite. Activist lawyer Sam 
Fowles expertly exposes why that’s nonsense!

From taking Boris Johnson to court for his 
unlawful prorogation of Parliament to helping 
the smallest city in England fight back against 
predatory developers, Fowles puts our society 
under cross examination. Our media happily lies to 
us. Our politicians brazenly break the rules. And 
worst of all, we seem to think there’s nothing we 
can do about it.

If living in a liberal society means anything at all, 
we need to fight for what’s ours.

Dr Sam Fowles is a barrister specialising in public and international 
law and this book will be based on his experience of holding the 
government to account at the highest level. He has worked on many 
of the most significant political cases of recent years including Gina 
Miller, Clapham Common and the Post Office.
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point blank | new

JULY
oneworld | new

JULY
      oneworld | new in paperback

History/Environment | July 2022/August 2022 US | B Format Paperback 
£12.99/$18.95 US/$25.95 CAN | 416pp | ISBN: 9780861543533 | eISBN: 9780861540570

Territories: World English

The love–hate story of people and animals, from their first 
acquaintance in deep prehistory to the present and beyond 

‘Lucid, informed and persuasive.’ Evening Standard 

Society and Culture/Technology | July 2022 | B Format Paperback 
£9.99/$17.95 US/$22.95 CAN | 352pp | ISBN: 9780861543175  | eISBN: 9781786079985  

Territories: World 

An impassioned exploration of the ways in which  
social media has manipulated us all

‘Witty, rigorous, and as urgent as a fire alarm.’ Dorian Lynskey 

Travel Writing/Greek Mythology | July 2022/August 2022 US | B Format Paperback
£10.99/$17.95 US/$24.95 CAN | 304pp | ISBN: 9780861544356 | eISBN: 9780861540624 

Territories: World  

Peter Fiennes 

Peter Fiennes travels to the sites of some of the most famous 
Greek myths, on the trail of hope and beauty

‘Fiennes is a brilliant and generous guide.’ 
Alex Preston, Observer 

Charles Arthur 

Richard Girling 

The Longest Story  
How humans have loved, hated and misunderstood 

other species 

Social Warming  
The Dangerous and Polarising Effects of Social Media

A Thing of Beauty  
Travels in Mythical and Modern Greece

Scoops
Behind the Scenes of the BBC’s Most Shocking Interviews

Sam McAlister 

Current Affairs/Memoir 
July 2022 
£16.99 
304pp
Demy Hardback 
ISBN: 9780861544400 
eISBN: 9780861544417 
Territories: UK/BC ex Can

The secrets of BBC Newsnight’s ‘booker 
extraordinaire’ who found her way to  
Buckingham Palace

Sam McAlister is the woman who clinched the 
2019 interview with Prince Andrew described as ‘a 
plane crashing into an oil tanker, causing a tsunami, 
triggering a nuclear explosion’. She is many things 
beside: the first in her family to go to university; 
a trained barrister; a single mum; a master of 
persuasion. In her former BBC colleagues’ words, 
she was the ‘booker extraordinaire’, responsible 
for many of Newsnight’s exclusives over the past 
decade, including Stormy Daniels, Sean Spicer, 
Brigitte Hoss, Steven Seagal, Mel Greig and Julian 
Assange.

This is a backstage pass to the most unforgettable 
journalism of our times. 

Sam McAlister was the first in her family to go to university, before training to be a 
criminal barrister. As a single mum, she decided her real passion was in news. Now 
BAFTA-nominated for her work with BBC Newsnight, McAlister’s hard-won 
exclusives have shaped the public conversation. 
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      oneworld | new in paperback

Volt Rush
The Winners and Losers in the Race to Go Green

Henry Sanderson 

Current Affairs/Technology 
July 2022/September 2022 US 
£20/$30 US/$40 CAN
352pp
Demy Hardback 
ISBN: 9780861543755 
eISBN: 9780861543762 
Territories: World

In the twentieth century, wealth and power was 
dictated by access to oil. This century will have 
different kingmakers, perhaps different wars

We depend on a handful of metals and rare earths 
to power our phones and computers. Increasingly, 
we rely on them to power our cars and our homes. 
Whoever controls these finite commodities will 
become rich beyond imagining. 

Sanderson journeys to meet the characters, 
companies, and nations scrambling for the new 
resources, linking remote mines in the Congo and 
Chile’s Atacama Desert to giant Chinese battery 
factories, shadowy commodity traders, secretive 
billionaires, and a new generation of scientists 
attempting to solve the dilemma of a ‘greener’ 
world. 

Henry Sanderson has covered commodities and mining for the 
Financial Times in London for the last six years, and has written 
widely about the resource implications of our move towards clean 
energy. He was previously a reporter in China for Bloomberg.  
He tweets at @hjesanderson. ©
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Travel/History | September 2022/October 2022 US | B Format Paperback
£10.99/$17.95 US/$24.95 CAN | 432pp | ISBN: 9780861543731 | eISBN: 9780861540716 

Territories: World English

Iain Sinclair travels through Peru, guided by – and in reaction to 
– an ill-fated colonial expedition led by his great-grandfather 

‘A glorious achievement, by turns drily humorous  
and darkly atmospheric.’ FT 

Popular Science/Astronomy | August 2022/September 2022 US | B Format Paperback 
£10.99/$17.95 US/$24.95 CAN | 320pp | ISBN: 9780861544387 | eISBN: 9780861541263  

Territories: World 

A guide to the 99% of the Universe our eyes can’t see from  
a dazzling new voice in popular science 

‘A compelling read… deserves a very wide readership.’ 
Martin Rees, Astronomer Royal 

Matthew Bothwell 

Iain Sinclair 

The Gold Machine  
In the Tracks of the Mule Dancers 

The Invisible Universe  
Why There’s More to Reality than Meets the Eye 

Popular Science | September 2022/October 2022 US | B Format Paperback 
£10.99/$17.95 US/$24.95 CAN | 384pp | ISBN: 9780861544394 | eISBN: 9780861541232  

Territories: World English

What happens when the human body comes under attack?  
A fascinating guide to why we get sick and how we get better 

‘The best, most accessible, high-quality science book  
I have read this year. Utterly brilliant.’ 

Jeremy Farrar, Director of the Wellcome Trust 

Dr John S. Tregoning 

Infectious
Pathogens and How We Fight Them 
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What We Owe the Future
A Million-Year View 

William MacAskill 

Philosophy 
September 2022
£20/£16.99 TPB 

320pp
Royal Hardback

Export Trade Paperback
ISBN: 9780861542505 
TPB: 9780861544820 

eISBN: 9780861542512 
Territories: UK/BC ex Can

How does morality change when we consider all 
the people who have not yet been born? 

We are remarkably early in the story of human 
civilisation. 

We are still five hundred million years away from 
the sterilisation of the Earth by the Sun, and one 
hundred trillion years away from the dying of 
the last stars. Leaving a shard of broken glass on 
the ground may harm someone tomorrow or one 
hundred thousand years hence. Our duty of care to 
each of those individuals is the same. 

Yet future peoples are completely disenfranchised 
– they can’t lobby or vote for change. As we lock 
in today the global values and systems that will 
outlast us by aeons, let’s not forget the many left to 
come whose quality of life is in our hands. 

‘A data nerd after my own heart.’ Bill Gates 

‘MacAskill is very much an idealist: he has fire in 
his belly and an urgent desire to make the world 
a better place. His plea is simply to follow the 
evidence – and as a result, not to waste a minute or 
a dollar more.’ Guardian on Doing Good Better

William MacAskill is the youngest tenured philosophy professor on the planet. 
He attended Cambridge, Oxford and Princeton and is now a Fellow of the Global 
Priorities Institute at Oxford. His research seeks the answer to a simple question: how 
can we do the most good in the time that we have? 

Solito
A Memoir

Javier Zamora

Memoir/Migration
September 2022
£18.99 
400pp
Royal Hardback
ISBN: 9780861544769
eISBN: 9780861544738 
Territories: UK/BC ex Can

A child’s odyssey to reunite with his parents on the 
other side of the border

Javier is nine years old, can’t tie his shoes, and 
dreams of eating orange sherbet ice cream with his 
parents in the United States. To make his dream 
come true, he must take a three-thousand-mile 
journey alone, from his hometown in El Salvador, 
crossing Guatemala, Mexico and the Sonoran 
Desert to reach Arizona. No papers – at least no 
real ones. Only a group of travelling strangers 
and one hired ‘coyote’ to lead them to safety. It’s 
supposed to last two short weeks.

It takes seven. In limbo, between life and death, 
Javier learns what people will do to survive – and 
what they will forfeit to save someone else. This is 
a memoir of perilous boat trips, relentless desert 
treks, pointed guns and arrests. But it is also a story 
of trying tacos for the first time, of who passes 
you their water jug in the scorching heat, and of 
longing, more than anything, to be in your mother’s 
arms.

‘With this book, Zamora arrives to the forefront  
of essential American voices.’ Dave Eggers

‘If there’s any justice, it will someday be considered 
a classic.’ Rumaan Alam, author of Leave the  
World Behind

Javier Zamora was born in El Salvador in 1990. His father fled the country when 
he was one, and his mother when he was about to turn five. Both parents’ migrations 
were caused by the U.S.-funded Salvadoran Civil War. His debut poetry collection, 
Unaccompanied, explores the impact of the war and immigration on his family. 
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Coffee with Hitler
The British Amateurs who Tried to Civilise the Nazis 

Charles Spicer 

History 
September 2022
£20 
352pp 
Royal Hardback
ISBN: 9780861543779 
eISBN: 9780861543786 
Territories: UK/BC ex Can 

The untold tale of the misfit Brits who infiltrated 
the Nazi hierarchy 

How might the British have handled Hitler 
differently? remains one of history’s greatest  
‘what ifs’. 

Coffee with Hitler tells the astounding and poignant 
story, for the first time, of a handful of amateur 
British intelligence agents who wined, dined and 
befriended the leading National Socialists between 
the wars. With support from royalty, aristocracy, 
politicians and businessmen, they hoped to use the 
much mythologised Anglo-German Fellowship 
as a vehicle to civilise the Nazis. A pacifist Welsh 
historian, a Great War flying ace, and a butterfly-
collecting businessman offered the British 
government better intelligence on the horrifying 
rise of the Nazis than anyone else. 

Charles Spicer draws on newly discovered primary 
sources, shedding light on the early career of 
Kim Philby, Winston Churchill’s approach to 
appeasement, and the Rudolf Hess affair. 

Charles Spicer is a debut author whose groundbreaking research is 
based on his recent doctorate that was examined by leading historians 
including David Cannadine, Julie Gottlieb and Richard Overy. 

The Biggest Ideas in the Universe
Book 1: Spacetime and Motion

Sean Carroll 

Popular Science 
September 2022

£16.99 
288pp 

Demy Hardback 
ISBN: 9780861542888 

eISBN: 9780861542895 
Territories: UK/BC ex Can 

A groundbreaking new series from the bestselling 
author Sean Carroll  

From a prize-winning scientist and communicator, 
a major trilogy that will introduce readers to the 
most interesting and cutting-edge ideas in physics. 
Sean Carroll opens up the world of physics and 
shows that you don’t need a science degree to 
understand how the world is put together and 
works.

In this first book, Carroll asks deep questions about 
the nature of space, time and change, laying out 
the framework of classical physics from Galileo 
and Euclid to Newton and Einstein. Starting with 
ideas that are centuries old, Spacetime and Motion 
unpacks the theory of relativity and investigates 
black holes. This is just the beginning of a journey 
through the most central and relevant ideas in 
physics.

‘Carroll has the remarkable ability of putting the 
reader utterly at ease with his lucid and addictive 
prose.’ Jim Al-Khalili 

‘Carroll is a rare combination of excellent science 
writer and excellent research scientist.’ Brian Cox 
 
‘Sean Carroll is a fantastically erudite and 
entertaining writer.’ Elizabeth Kolbert

Sean Carroll is a theoretical physicist at the California Institute of 
Technology. In addition to the Royal Society Winton Prize, he has 
been awarded prizes and fellowships from the National Science 
Foundation, NASA, the American Physical Society and the American 
Institute of Physics. He lives in Los Angeles. ©
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Blurb Your Enthusiasm

The dazzling, staggering, astonishing, 
unputdownable* story of the book blurb, filled 
with writing tips, literary folklore and publishing 
secrets

They’re just a few words on books. But what are 
blurbs really doing (other than trying to twist your 
arm)? This book is all about those 100-or-so words 
that take seconds to read but can make a world of 
difference – and what they tell us about literary 
history, the art of writing, authors from George 
Orwell to Zadie Smith, genres from children’s 
fiction to bonkbusters, cover design, the dark arts 
of persuasion and even who we are as readers. It’s 
also about quotes, titles, first lines, hooks, adverts, 
puns, swearing, plots, someone called Belinda and 
much more. 

It answers questions such as:
Why do some authors hate blurbs so much they 
burn their own books?
Should all adjectives be murdered?
Is it true that (checks jacket) you need an animal 
on a book’s cover to make it a bestseller?

*Including: why do publishers always describe 
books using words like these? 

Louise Willder has been a copywriter at Penguin Books for twenty-five 
years. During this time, she estimates she has produced about 5,000 
blurbs. She doesn’t follow people round bookshops, willing them to buy 
books she’s written the copy for. Really, she doesn’t. 

Gift/Literary Studies 
September 2022/October 2022 US
£14.99/$24.95 US/$33.95 CAN 
352pp
B Format Hardback
ISBN: 9780861542178 
eISBN: 9780861542499 

Territories: World

An A-Z of Literary Persuasion 

Louise Willder 

British History/Sixteenth Century | September 2022 | B Format Paperback
£10.99 | 400pp | ISBN: 9780861543748 | eISBN: 9781786078957 | Territories: UK/BC ex Can 

Sarah Gristwood 

Why did Henry VIII marry six times? Why did Anne Boleyn 
have to die? Why did Elizabeth I’s courtiers hail her as a 

goddess come to earth? 

‘One of the most important books to be written about the 
Tudors in a generation.’ Tracy Borman

‘Sarah Gristwood’s book is a masterclass in marshalling  
a vast canon of research into a riveting, pacy page-turner… 
Here are the Tudors – and a good few others – as you have 

never seen them before.’ Alison Weir

Memoir/Islam | September 2022/October 2022 US | B Format Paperback  
£10.99/$17.95 US/$24.95 CAN 304pp | ISBN: 9780861542208 | eISBN: 9781786079763  

Territories: World 

The Colour of God   
Ayesha S. Chaudhry 

A memoir of a fundamentalist Muslim childhood and of 
redefining faith, belonging and family in adulthood 

‘Engrossing.’ Monica Ali 

‘Heartbreaking and really funny.’ Ross Gay 
 

‘This book fell into my heart.’ Sabrina Mahfouz 

The Tudors in Love
The Courtly Code Behind the Last Medieval Dynasty
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A Short History of Queer Women 

Humour/History 
October 2022/November 2022 US 
£10.99/$19.95 US/$24.95 CAN 
208pp 
Paperback Original with flaps
ISBN: 9780861542840 
eISBN: 9780861542857 
Territories: World

Dispensing with the patriarchal rubbish, 
Kirsty Loehr exposes centuries of outrageous 
straightwashing

No, they were not ‘just friends’.

We’ve read Jane Eyre, but what about the five 
hundred love letters Charlotte Brontë and Ellen 
Nussey exchanged? Or how Córdoban princess 
Wallada bint al-Mustakfi stitched tales of her 
sexual exploits with men and women onto her 
tunic? Or the Ladies of Llangollen who would 
have Anne Lister over for tea?

Female same-sex desire has been written out of 
history since, well, forever. ‘But historians famously 
care about women!’, said no one. From Anne 
Bonny and Mary Read who sailed the seas together 
disguised as pirates, to US football captain Megan 
Rapinoe declaring ‘You can’t win a championship 
without gays on your team’, via countless literary 
salons and tuxedos, A Short History of Queer Women 
sets the record straight on women who have loved 
other women through the ages.

Who says lesbians can’t be funny? 

Kirsty Loehr is a writer and English teacher. She has a master’s degree 
in transnational creative writing and loves football, history and humour 
– but not necessarily in that order. She lives in Brighton with her 
partner and their son. 

Kirsty Loehr 

The Mad Emperor

What happens when you put the Roman Empire 
in the hands of a teenage boy? The life and times of 
the worst Roman emperor of all

On 8 June AD218 a fourteen-year-old Syrian boy, 
egged on by his grandmother, led an army to battle 
in a Roman civil war. Against all expectations, he 
was victorious. 

Varius Avitus Bassianus, known to the modern 
world as Heliogabalus, was proclaimed emperor. 
The next four years were to be the strangest in the 
history of the empire. 

Heliogabalus humiliated the prestigious Senators 
and threw extravagant dinner parties for lower-
class friends. He ousted Jupiter from his summit 
among the gods and replaced him with Elagabal. 
He married a Vestal Virgin – twice. Rumours 
abounded that he was a prostitute. In the first 
biography of Heliogabalus in over half a century, 
Harry Sidebottom unveils the high drama of sex, 
religion, power and culture in Ancient Rome as 
we’ve never seen it before. 

Dr Harry Sidebottom teaches Ancient History at Lincoln College, 
Oxford. Since publication of Fire in the East in 2008, he has written  
a novel each year, all of which have been Sunday Times top 5 bestsellers. 
His Warrior of Rome series has been published in 14 countries. Harry  
is also the editor of the forthcoming Blackwell Encyclopaedia of  
Ancient Battles. 

History/Ancient Rome 
October 2022/November 2022 US

£20/$27.95 US/$36.95 CAN
304pp

Royal Hardback 
Integrated illustrations 
ISBN: 9780861542536 

eISBN: 9780861542543 

Territories: World English

Heliogabalus and the Decadence of Rome 

Harry Sidebottom 
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Eve Bites Back
An Alternative History of English Literature

Anna Beer 

Literature/History 
October 2022/November 2022 US
£20/$30 US/$39.99 CAN 
368pp
Royal Hardback 
Integrated illustrations
ISBN: 9780861542932 
eISBN: 9780861542949 
Territories: World

Warned not to write – and certainly not to bite – 
these women put pen to paper anyway and wrote 
themselves into history

From the fourteenth century through to the 
present day, women who write have been 
understood as mad, undisciplined or dangerous. 

Female writers have always had to find ways to 
overcome or challenge these beliefs. Some were 
cautious and discreet, some didn’t give a damn, but 
all lived complex, eventful and often controversial 
lives. 

Eve Bites Back places the female contemporaries 
of Chaucer, Shakespeare and Milton centre stage 
in the history of literature in English, uncovering 
stories of dangerous liaisons and daring adventures. 
From Julian of Norwich, Margery Kempe, Aemilia 
Lanyer and Anne Bradstreet, to Aphra Behn, 
Mary Wortley Montagu, Jane Austen and Mary 
Elizabeth Braddon, these are the women who 
dared to write.

Anna Beer is a cultural historian and biographer. She is author of 
Sounds and Sweet Airs: The Forgotten Women of Classical Music and 
Patriot or Traitor: The Life and Death of Sir Walter Ralegh. She is a 
Visiting Fellow at the University of Oxford. 

How to Teach Economics to Your Dog

Monty is a dog, not a financial genius, but 
economics still shapes his everyday life 

Over the course of eighteen walks Dr Rebecca 
Campbell chews over economic concepts and 
investigates how they apply to our lives – people 
and mutts alike. There are no graphs, no charts 
(Monty can’t read them) and definitely no calculus! 

How to Teach Economics to Your Dog tackles the 
knotty question of what economics actually is. Is 
it a mathematical science like physics? Or a moral 
and philosophical investigation of how societies 
should manage scarce resources? 

Along the way we meet some of the great thinkers, 
from Adam Smith to Thomas Piketty, and ponder 
questions such as: What on earth does quantitative 
easing mean? And why are some countries so much 
richer than others? 

Dr Rebecca Campbell is Director of Studies of the prestigious Global 
Masters in Management at the London School of Economics. 

Anthony McGowan has a PhD in philosophy, and as an author for 
children he’s won many awards, including the 2020 Carnegie Medal. 

 They live in London and share custody of Monty. 

Popular Economics
October 2022/November 2022 US

£12.99/$19.95 US/$33.95 CAN 
288pp 

B Format Hardback
ISBN: 9780861543793 

eISBN: 9780861543809 

Territories: World

A Quirky Introduction 

Rebecca Campbell and Anthony McGowan 
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Lobbying for Zionism  
on Both Sides of the Atlantic

Revealed: How pro-Israel lobbying groups 
influence the Middle East policies of Britain  
and the United States 

In 2018, Democratic leader Nancy Pelosi appeared 
at the national conference of the Israeli America 
Council. She told the crowd, ‘If this Capitol 
crumbled to the ground, the one thing that would 
remain is our commitment to…Israel.’  That same 
year, pro-Israel groups and individuals spent over 
$22 million on lobbying and political campaign 
contributions in the United States. Their aim? To 
influence policy towards the Middle East, and 
Palestine in particular. 

Renowned historian Ilan Pappe exposes the 
methods used to affect political decisions, media 
coverage, scholarly work and public opinion on 
Israel and Palestine. In the UK, such efforts have 
been linked to the debate around anti-Semitism 
in the Labour Party with respect to Britain’s role 
in, and responsibility for, the Palestine question. 
With Lobbying for Zionism, Pappe shows how 
Israel has come to stifle debate on Palestine – with 
devastating consequences. 

‘Ilan Pappe is Israel’s bravest, most principled, most 
incisive historian.’ John Pilger

Ilan Pappe is Professor of History at the Institute of Arab and Islamic 
Studies and Director of the European Centre for Palestine Studies 
at the University of Exeter. He is the author of over a dozen books, 
including the bestselling The Ethnic Cleansing of Palestine.  

Current Affairs/Middle East 
November 2022

December 2022 US 
£25/$27.95 US/$36.95 CAN 

288pp
Royal Hardback 

ISBN: 9780861544028  
eISBN: 9780861544035 

Territories: World

 

Ilan Pappe

Animal Vegetable Criminal
When Nature Breaks the Law

In her addictive, bold voice, bestselling science journalist 
Mary Roach delves into the unpredictable world where 
wildlife and humans clash 

‘Roach’s peerless storytelling skills are paired with a sense of 
moral urgency, as she recounts stories of humans and other 
animals, uneasily and clumsily learning to co-exist in  
a world that they must now share.’ Ed Yong, author of  
I Contain Multitudes

‘A provocative and engaging exploration of our evolving 
relationship with the rest of nature.’ Guardian

Mary Roach  

Popular Science | October 2022 | B Format Paperback | £9.99 | 320pp
ISBN: 9780861543649 | eISBN: 9781786078353 | Territories: UK/BC ex Can

Popular Science | October 2022 | B Format Paperback | £10.99 | 352pp
ISBN: 9780861544370 | eISBN: 9781786079411 | Territories: UK/BC ex Can

A leading biologist looks at how humans have meddled 
with evolution throughout history – and what we will do 
next

‘A compelling vision that encourages us to be more  
open-minded.’ New Statesman

‘[Life as We Made It] provides a detailed exploration of some 
of the most influential technologies of our time.’ 
New Scientist

‘Thoughtful and entertaining’ Wall Street Journal

Life as We Made It
How 50,000 years of human innovation refined –  
and redefined – nature
Beth Shapiro
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The Twelve Quizzes of Christmas
Frank Paul

Puzzles & Quizzes/Christmas
November 2022/December 2022 US
£12.99/$24.95 US/$33.95 CAN
304pp
B Format Hardback
ISBN: 9780861543960
eISBN: 9780861543977 
Territories: World English

The master of the British pub quiz is here to 
delight and bamboozle us this Christmas

Legendary quizmaster Frank Paul invites us into 
our favourite Christmas stories – with a twist.

Try to outwit a cold-blooded child genius in his 
empty home, save Christmas from the vengeful 
monster Grod, and enjoy the cheesy romance of 
Love Factually. From conundrums told entirely in 
Seussian verse to Die Hard inspired riddles, Frank’s 
puzzles offer an anti-social alternative to all the 
revelry.

All you need for Christmas is Frank!

‘A 21st-century Lewis Carroll… Relentlessly 
creative, frequently hilarious and consistently 
beautiful.’ 
Alan Connor, author of The Joy of Quiz

‘Frank Paul is an extremely impressive chap and 
a dazzling quizzer.’ 
Victoria Coren Mitchell, presenter of Only Connect

Frank Paul is a fine artist and a superstar in the world of quizzes. He is the author 
of The Cryptic Pub Quiz. An Only Connect champion, he was proposed to by Victoria 
Coren Mitchell on TV. He lives in Cambridge where he runs the notoriously difficult 
Mill pub quiz.
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For deep dives into history, the Middle East, philosophy and 
religion, with serious scholarship that is valuable to academia and 

accessible to the general reader, you’ve come to the right place. 
On the Oneworld Academic imprint, world-renowned experts 
impart their specialist knowledge on a diverse range of subjects.

This year we have paradigm-shifting works concerned with the 
past, the present and the future. Extant patriarchal interpretations 

of Islamic law are challenged; popular assumptions concerning 
female power in pre-Islamic Arabia are upended; and the 

messianic idea in Sunni Islam, long neglected by scholars, is 
the subject of a major new study. And if that were not enough, 
we also have the new book from long-term Oneworld author 

Jonathan A.C. Brown.

In our Beginner’s Guides series, a former NASA scientist takes 
us on a mellifluous tour of cosmos, while new editions of our 
introductions to humanism and the Palestine–Israel conflict 

consider the impact of recent events and what lies ahead.
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Messianic Ideas and Movements in Sunni Islam
Yohanan Friedmann

Religion/Islam
April 2022/May 2022 US 
£20/$30 US/$40 CAN 
272pp
Royal Paperback
ISBN: 9780861543274 
eISBN: 9780861543281 
Territories: World

If justice is an intrinsic value in Islam, why have 
women been treated as second-class citizens in 
Islamic legal tradition?

Following the birth of Islamic feminism at 
the end of the twentieth century, the idea of 
gender equality – inherent to our contemporary 
conceptions of justice – has presented a challenge 
to established, patriarchal interpretations of  
Shari‘a.

Through a series of thoughtful, enlightening 
conversations, Ziba Mir-Hosseini explores 
journeys toward gender equality in Islam with six 
influential Muslim intellectuals – Abdullahi An-
Na’im, Amina Wadud, Asma Lamrabet, Khaled 
Abou El Fadl, Mohsen Kadivar and Sedigheh 
Vasmaghi. Beginning from the premise that the 
Qur’an indicates the path toward justice, rather 
than a precise definition of justice, they discuss 
how new forms of scholarship and activism are 
speaking to gender equality from within the 
Islamic legal framework.
 
‘The fascinating and engaging dialogues…reflect 
Mir-Hosseini’s twin commitments to conceptual 
precision and real-world transformation.’ 
Kecia Ali, Professor of Religion, Boston University

Ziba Mir-Hosseini is Professorial Research Associate at the Centre for 
Middle Eastern and Islamic Law, SOAS, University of London. A legal 
anthropologist specialising in Islamic law, gender and development, she 
is a founding member of Musawah Global Movement for Equality and 
Justice in the Muslim Family. 

Islam
June 2022/July 2022 US

£45/$60 US/$80 CAN 
352pp

Royal Hardback
ISBN: 9780861543113 

eISBN: 9780861543120 
Territories: World

A fascinating, in-depth exploration of the 
messianic idea in Sunni Islam through four 
significant movements 

Expectation of a redeemer is a widespread 
phenomenon across many civilisations. Classical 
Islamic traditions maintain that this redeemer will 
transform our world for the better in collaboration 
with Jesus, who will return as a Muslim and play 
a central role in this apocalyptic endeavour. While 
the messianic idea occupies a central place in Shi‘a 
thought, there have also been numerous Sunni 
claimants throughout history – though they have 
received less scholarly attention.

In this groundbreaking work, Yohanan Friedmann 
explores the roots of the messianic idea in Sunni 
Islam, and studies four major mahdi claimants 
– Ibn Tumart, Sayyid Muhammad Jawnpuri, 
Muhammad Ahmad and Mirza Ghulam Ahmad 
– who made a considerable impact in the regions 
where they emerged. Focusing on their religious 
thought, and relating it to classical Muslim ideas 
on the apocalypse, he examines their movements 
and considers their achievements, failures and 
legacies.

Yohanan Friedmann is Max Schloessinger Professor Emeritus at the Hebrew 
University of Jerusalem. Over the course of his career, he has been awarded the 
Landau Prize in the Humanities, the Israel Prize for Near Eastern Studies and the 
Rothschild Prize in the Humanities. His publications include Shaykh Aḥmad Sirhindī 
and Tolerance and Coercion in Islam.

JUNE
      oneworld academic | new

Journeys Toward Gender Equality in Islam
Ziba Mir-Hosseini
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History/Middle East 
November 2022/December 2022 US
£25/$35 US/$45 CAN
288pp 
Royal Hardback 
ISBN: 9780861544455 
eISBN: 9780861544462  
Territories: World

A paradigm-shifting examination of female power 
in pre-Islamic Arabia

Arab women were instrumental in shaping 
world history. Between Rome’s intervention in 
the Arabian Peninsula and the Arab conquests, 
noblewomen ruled independently, conducting 
trade and making war. With time they delegated 
power to the most important holy men of their age, 
influencing Arabian paganism, Christianity and 
Islam for ever.

Empress Zenobia and queen Mavia supported 
bishops Paul of Samosata and Moses of Sinai. The 
ideas of both men had been declared heretical by 
the Roman church, but under their queens their 
teachings survived, setting in motion seismic 
debates that fractured the early churches and laid 
the groundwork for the rise of Islam. In Mecca, 
lady Khadijah used her wealth and political 
influence to marry a younger man against the 
wishes of dissenting noblemen. Her husband, 
whose religious and political career was influenced 
by her, was the prophet Muhammad.

Long overdue, Queens and Prophets is a landmark 
exploration of the legacy of female power in late 
antique Arabia.  

Emran El-Badawi is Program Director and Associate Professor of 
Middle Eastern Studies at the University of Houston. He is the author 
of The Qur’an and the Aramaic Gospel Traditions, and he has contributed 
to numerous media outlets, including the New York Times, Al-Jazeera, 
Forbes, Christian Science Monitor and ARTE. 

NOVEMBER
      oneworld academic | new

Queens and Prophets
How Arabian Noblewomen and Holy Men Shaped Paganism, 
Christianity and Islam 

Emran El-Badawi 

Islam & Blackness
Jonathan A.C. Brown

Religion/Islam
November 2022/December 2022 US

£25/$35 US/$45 CAN
352pp

Royal Hardback
ISBN: 9780861544844
eISBN: 9780861544851

Territories: World

Bestselling scholar Jonathan A.C. Brown 
scrupulously interrogates claims of antiblack 
racism in Islam’s sacred texts

Antiblack racism is a global problem, including in 
much of the Muslim world. A common accusation 
is that Islam itself, at its scriptural foundations and 
in its moral and legal teachings, is antiblack. This 
book offers the most comprehensive and in-depth 
response to this claim.
 
Locating the origins of this accusation in the 
old trope of Barbary enslavement, modern 
Afrocentrism and conservative politics, Islam 
& Blackness explores antiblackness in Islamic 
scripture, law and mysticism. It explains how 
antiblackness arose in the Islamic world and 
became entangled with normative tradition. 
Finally, the book identifies authoritative voices 
in Islam’s past that are crucial for combatting 
antiblack racism today.

Jonathan A.C. Brown is Professor and Alwaleed bin Talal Chair of Islamic 
Civilization in the School of Foreign Service at Georgetown University. He is the 
author of Slavery & Islam, Misquoting Muhammad and Hadith: Muhammad’s Legacy  
in the Medieval and Modern World, all of which are published by Oneworld. He lives  
in Virginia.
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oneworld | beginner’s guides

APRIL/AUGUST
oneworld | beginner’s guides

Making the cosmic common knowledge 

A former NASA scientist guides us through the wonders 
of the universe, offering fascinating insights into the 

professional life of an astronomer and the cutting-edge 
developments that are changing the field today.

Is it possible to lead a meaningful life without God?

A thought-provoking introduction to the philosophy 
concerned with making sense of the world through reason, 

experience and shared human values – with new chapters 
on climate change, the pandemic and the future.

The only introduction to present both sides of the 
argument in their true, raw reality

Updated to cover recent events, this bestselling account is 
essential to understanding how the conflict began and why 

it continues to this day.

The Palestine–Israeli Conflict:  
A Beginner’s Guide (5th edition)

Middle Eastern History/Current Affairs | August 2022/September 2022 US 
B Format Paperback | £9.99/$14.95 US/$19.95 CAN | 352pp  

ISBN: 9780861543700 | eISBN: 9780861543717 | Territories: World

Dan Cohn-Sherbok and Dawoud El-Alami

Astronomy: A Beginner’s Guide

Astronomy/Popular Science | August 2022/October 2022 US | B Format Paperback  
£9.99/$14.95 US/$19.95 CAN | 256pp | ISBN: 9780861544004 | eISBN: 9780861544011  

Territories: World

William H. Waller 

Humanism: A Beginner’s Guide  
(2nd edition)

Philosophy | April 2022/May 2022 US | B Format Paperback  
£9.99/$14.95 US/$19.95 CAN | 240pp | ISBN: 9780861543564 | eISBN: 9780861543571 

Territories: World

Peter Cave

  

RECENT ENTRIES IN THE 
MAKERS OF THE MUSLIM WORLD

Justice and Beauty in Muslim Marriage 
Towards Egalitarian Ethics and Law 
Edited by Ziba Mir-Hosseini, Mulki Al-Sharmani,  
Jana Rumminger and Sarah Marsso

Religion/Islam | November 2022/December 2022 US | Royal Paperback
£18.99/$27.95 US/$36.95 CAN | 480pp | ISBN: 9780861544479 | eISBN: 9780861544486  
Territories: World ex Arabic, Indonesian, Malay, Urdu 

Many contemporary Muslim family laws rest on  
patriarchal ethics. The time for change is now 

In this pivotal work, scholars explore how egalitarian marriages 
and gender relations can be supported from within Islamic 
tradition.Together they examine ethics and laws related to 
marriage from numerous perspectives, and conceptualise how 
contemporary Muslim marital relations can be grounded in 
equality, mutual well-being and the core Qur’anic principles  
of ‘adl (justice) and ihsan (goodness and beauty).

9781851684281
£25/$30 US/$40 CAN

9780861540471
£25/$30 US/$40 CAN

9781786078469
£25/$30 US/$40 CAN

9781851688098
£25/$30 US/$40 CAN

NOVEMBER/MAKERS OF THE MUSLIM WORLD
oneworld academic | new
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KEY BESTSELLERS

£8.99 
9781786075192

£7.99 
9781786072382

£8.99 
9780861540136

£9.99 
9781780746357

£8.99 
9781786078582

£9.99/$14.99 
9781786072085

£8.99 
9781786073853

£8.99 
9780861541454

£8.99 
9781786078629

KEY PRIZE WINNERS

£12.99/$18.95 
9781851685554

£10.99/$17.95 
9780861540280

£9.99/$15.99 
9781786070708

£10.99 
9781780745923

£9.99/$17.95 
9781786076281

£9.99 
9781780748481

£8.99 
9781851687794

£10.99 
9781786078360

£8.99 
9781786071460

oneworld | fiction oneworld | non-fiction
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NON-FICTIONNON-FICTION

£20/$30
9781786079879

£8.99/$14.95 
9781786073549

£9.99
9781786075598

£10.99/$16.95
9781786073969

£25/$35
9780861540525

£10.99
9780861540518

£9.99/$14.95
9781786075741

£12.99/$19.95
9781780745435

£12.99
9781786071033

£11.99
9781786071194

£9.99/$16.95
9781786076038

£9.99
9781786071002

£10.99
9781786076717

£10.99
9781786078292

£8.99
9781780743684

oneworld | backlist oneworld | backlist

£9.99
9781786070890

£8.99
9781780749891

£10.99
9780861541201 

£9.99/$16.95
9781786078780

£12.99/$19.99
9781786078148

£9.99
9781786078209

£9.99
9781786071651

£9.99/$14.99
9781786071583

£9.99
9781786075734

£9.99/$16.95
9780861540297

£9.99
9781786078261

£9.99/$14.95
9781786073303

£20
9781786078186

£20
9780861540303

£9.99/$16.95
9781786079312

£9.99/$16.95
9781786079329

£10.99
9781780748177
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£9.99 
9781780746883

£10.99/$16.95
9781786075406

£8.99/$16.99
9781786071538

£11.99
9781786076069

£10.99/$17.95
9781786076700

£12.99/$20
9781786078797

£9.99/$17.95
9781786079916

£16.99/$21.99
9781786079244

£9.99/$16.95
9781786075802

£10.99/$17.95
9781786076120

£9.99/$16.95
9781786078308

£9.99
9781786074973

£7.99/$12.95
9781851689453

£9.99
9781780746890

£9.99 
9781786070739

£10.99/$16.95 
9780861541171 

£12.99/$16.99
9781786070678

£16.99
9781786078834

£9.99
9781780748641

£7.99
9781780744124

£9.99/$17.95
9781786077271

£16.99
9781786078421

£18.99/$26.99
9781780747750

£9.99 
9781786074850

£9.99/$16
9781786075086

£16.99
9781786078162

£10.99/$16.99  
9781786072528

NON-FICTION
oneworld | backlist

NON-FICTION
oneworld | backlist

£10.99/$17.95 
9780861540587

£10.99
9781786079428

£10.99
9780861541256

£10.99
9781786077738

£10.99
9780861540068
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FICTION
      oneworld | backlist

FICTION

£8.99
9781786072375

£14.99
9780861540099

£8.99 
9781786077608

£8.99
9781786071026

£8.99
9781786078407

£8.99
9781786072399

£8.99
9781786076625

£8.99
9781786074409

£8.99
9781851688388

£8.99
9781780746524

£8.99
9781786073464

£8.99
9781786075956

£8.99
9781780749792

£8.99/$15.99
9781780746098

£8.99
9781786074430

£8.99
9781786078858

£8.99 
9781786077769

£8.99
9780861540013

£8.99
9781780748344

£10.99
9781780744407

£8.99
9781786077615

£8.99
9781786071484

£8.99/$15.99
9781780745312

£8.99
9781786070371

£8.99
9781786077103

£8.99 
9781786074997

£8.99
9781786074942

£8.99 
9781786075079

£8.99
9781786072238

£8.99
9781786072252
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TRANSLATED FICTION
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TRANSLATED FICTION

£9.99/$16.95
9781786074843

£8.99/$16.95
9781786074867

£12.99/$18.00
9781786073334
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9781786073976

£8.99
9781780747194

£8.99/$15.95
9781786077042

£8.99/$15.99
9781786073372

£9.99/$17.95
9781786074980

£7.99
9781780745343

£9.99/$16.95 
9781786077035

£12.99
9781786075031

£9.99/$16.99
9781780748719

£8.99
9781786078612

£8.99/$14.99
9781786070326

£9.99
9781780748399

£8.99
9781786076694

      oneworld | backlist

£7.99/$14.99 
9781786070531

£7.99
9781786071187

£9.99/$17.95
9781786076090

£8.99/$15.99
9781786073525

£8.99/$14.95
9781851689675

£8.99/$15.99
9781786072825

£8.99
9781851689163

£8.99/$14.99
9781780748924

£8.99/$16.95
9781786077295

£8.99/$16.99
9781786071958

£12.99/$16.95
9781786077301

£8.99 
9781780747217

£12.99
9781786077226

£8.99/$16.95 
9781786076830

£9.99
9781786074553

£9.99
9781786076847
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£8.99/$14.95
9781786075772

£8.99/$16.95
9781786075581

£8.99/$15.95 
9781786075604

£9.99 
9781786076410

£8.99 
9781786073327

£8.99 
9781786076878

£8.99
9781786079435

£8.99 
9781786078414

£8.99 
9781786079305

£8.99
9781786076175

£8.99/$15.99 
9781786074140

£9.99/$17.95 
9781786075628

£9.99 
9781786075123

£14.99 
9781786079091

£8.99/$14.95 
9781786075482

£9.99 
9781786077073

£12.99 
9781786079770

£8.99/$14.99
9781786071125

£14.99 
9781786075697

£8.99
9781786078773

£8.99
9781786077868
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9781786079794

£9.99
9781786079299

£8.99/$16.95 
9781786074584
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£9.99 
9781780748375

£8.99 
9781786079695

£8.99 
9781780749457

£7.99/$11.99 
9781786075550

£8.99 
9781786077011

£10.99 
9780861542611

£7.99 
9781786079121

£14.99 
9780861540020 

£8.99 
9781786077004

£15.99 
9781786070272

£6.99/$8.99 
9781786075666

£6.99/$11.99 
9781786073174

£7.99 
9781786078742

£6.99/$8.99 
9780861540396

 £7.99 
9781786075246

£6.99 
9781786074621

£6.99/$8.99 
9781786075833

£10.99 
9781786074775

£12.99 
9781786077509

£8.99 
9781786075642
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YOUNG READERS

£7.99 
9781786077370
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SALES CONTACTS SALES CONTACTS

UK & REST OF WORLD  
(EXCLUDING USA  
& CANADA)
Grantham Book Services 
Trent Road  
Grantham, NG31 7XQ
T: +44 (0) 1476 541080
F: +44 (0) 1476 541061
E: orders@gbs.tbs-ltd.co.uk

EXPORT TRADE 
T: +44 (0) 1476 541082                        
F: +44 (0) 1476 541068
E: export@gbs.tbs-ltd.co.uk

SALES DIRECTOR
Julian Ball
T: 079015 56690
E: jball@oneworld-publications.com

REPRESENTATIVES
Faber & Faber Ltd
Bloomsbury House
74-77 Great Russell Street
London WC1B 3DA

UK
Sam Brown
Head of Alliance Sales
T: (+44) 07980 712110
E: samb@faber.co.uk

Jeremy Wood
Regional Account Manager, Central and 
North London
T: (+44) 07966 058496
E: jeremyw@faber.co.uk

Kellie Balseiro
Regional Account Manager, Home 
Counties, South & West London
T: (+44) 07790 757833
E: kellieb@faber.co.uk

Luke Crabb
Regional Account Manager, London 
Museums and Galleries, South of England 
Bookshops
T: (+44) 07841 800561
E: luke.crabb@faber.co.uk

Rosy Locke
Regional Account Manager, East Anglia
T: (+44) 07590 929836
E: rosy.locke@faber.co.uk

Mel Tyrrell
Regional Account Manager,  
South Wales, Oxfordshire, Cotswolds
T: (+44) 07824 085033
E: melanie.tyrrell@faber.co.uk

Richard Evans
Regional Account Manager,  
South West England
T: (+44) 07957 354631
E: richarde@faber.co.uk

Richard Fortey
Regional Account Manager, North Wales  
& Midlands
T: (+44) 07792 456837
E: richard.fortey@faber.co.uk

Sue Jackson
Regional Account Manager, North of 
England
T: (+44) 07980 712102
E: sue.jackson@faber.co.uk

John McColgan
Regional Account Manager,  
Scotland & Northumbria
T: (+44) 07595 214384
E: john.mccolgan@faber.co.uk 

EXPORT
Bridget Lane
International Sales Development Manager, 
Northern Europe

T: (+44) 07966 057076
E: bridgetl@faber.co.uk 

Amelie Burchell
International Sales Manager, Nordics  
& Southern Europe
T: (+44) 07980 712108
E: amelieb@faber.co.uk

Viki Cheung
International Sales Manager,  
Asia & Middle East
T: (+44) 07876 879 819
E: viki.cheung@faber.co.uk 

IRELAND & NORTHERN 
IRELAND
T: + 353 868511783 / 876735485 
E: info@repforce.ie

AUSTRALIA & NEW 
ZEALAND
Bloomsbury Publishing Pty Ltd 
Level 4, 387 George Street 
Sydney, NSW 2000 
Australia
T: +61 2 8820 4901                                          
E: au@bloomsbury.com

Trade orders: 
United Book Distributors (UBD) 
30 Centre Road 
Scoresby, VIC 3179 
Australia
T: +61 3 9811 2555
F: +61 3 9811 2403
E: orders@unitedbookdistributors.com.au

SOUTH AFRICA
Jonathan Ball Publishers
P.O.Box 33977
Jeppestown
2043
T: +27 11 601 8000
F: +27 11 622 3553
E: services@jonathanball.co.za

INDIA
HarperCollins India
A-75, Sector 57, 
Noida 
UP
India
T: +91 120 404 4800
E: sales@harpercollins.co.in

SINGAPORE
Times Distribution Pte. Ltd.
1 New Industrial Road
Times Centre
Singapore 536196
T: +65 6715 8989
F: +65 6715 8999
E: enquiry@penguinrandomhouse.com.sg

MALAYSIA
Bangunan Times Publishing
Lot 46, Subang Hi-Tech Industrial Park, 
Batu Tiga, 40000 Shah Alam, Selangor Darul 
Ehsan Malaysia
Tel: +60 3 5628 6888    
Fax: +60 3 5636 9688
Email: enquiry@timesdistribution.com.my

USA 
Simon & Schuster
100 Front Street
Riverside
NJ 08075
EDI: SS SAN 2002442
PubNet: SS SAN 2566044
T: +1 800 223 2336
F: +1 800 943 9831
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CANADA
Simon & Schuster
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ONEWORLD
10 Bloomsbury Street
London WC1B 3SR

United Kingdom
info@oneworld-publications.com
www.oneworld-publications.com

+44 (0) 207 307 8900

SALES
Julian Ball

+44 (0) 207 307 8905
jball@oneworld-publications.com

MARKETING
Lucy Cooper

+44 (0) 207 307 8900
marketing@oneworld-publications.com

PUBLICITY
Margot Weale/Kate Bland

+44 (0) 207 307 8908
mweale@oneworld-publications.com
kbland@oneworld-publications.com

US PUBLICITY
mwarner@oneworld-publications.com

RIGHTS
Anne Bihan

+44 (0) 207 307 8900
rights@oneworld-publications.com

OneworldPublications @OneworldNews@OneworldPublications

SALES CONTACTS

WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING 
ABOUT ONEWORLD

‘Oneworld is a bold new imprint  
with an appetite for risk.’
Robert McCrum, Observer

‘To have won two Booker prizes on the trot speaks 
to a brave and remarkable editorial eye.’

Chris White, former Head Fiction Buyer, Waterstones

‘The archetypal literary independent: passionate, 
distinctive, shaped by its founders and bold enough  

to take risks...the best in UK indie publishing.’
British Book Industry Awards Judges

‘Oneworld – the current Ruth Killick Publicity  
Trade Publisher of the Year at the IPG’s Independent 
Publishing Awards – has many of the other hallmarks 

of great independents: tight-knit, nimble and 
wholeheartedly committed to the authors and  

books it publishes.’
Bridget Shine, CEO, Independent Publishers Guild

‘Oneworld definitely represents the best in UK 
independent publishing, and is very much a publisher  
I admire. Their list showcases the best in fiction and 

non-fiction writing, addressing themes of great variety 
with commercial appeal.’

Matthew Bates, former Head Fiction Buyer,  
WH Smith Travel



‘A novel for our times.’‘A novel for our times.’
Amanda Foreman, Chair of the Man Booker Prize 

judges, on The Sellout by Paul Beatty

‘An extraordinary book.’‘An extraordinary book.’
Michael Wood, Chair of the Man Booker Prize judges,  
on A Brief History of Seven Killings by Marlon James

‘Terrifying and brilliant... Dangerously addictive.’‘Terrifying and brilliant... Dangerously addictive.’
Guardian on Fever Dream by Samanta Schweblin

‘Strange, violent and wickedly funny.’‘Strange, violent and wickedly funny.’  
Guardian on Frankenstein in Baghdad by Ahmed Saadawi

 ‘A story of love, loss and loyalty.   ‘A story of love, loss and loyalty.  
WWe all loved this brilliant book.’e all loved this brilliant book.’  

Prof. Kate Williams, Chair of Judges, Women’s Prize 2019  
on An American Marriage by Tayari Jones

Winner of the Women’s Prize 
for Fiction 2019

‘Strange and beautiful.’  ‘Strange and beautiful.’  
Tommy Orange, Guardian on Mouthful of Birds by Samanta Schweblin

‘Masterfully uneasy reading.’‘Masterfully uneasy reading.’  
Telegraph on Little Eyes by Samanta Schweblin

‘Wonderfully imagined and written.’‘Wonderfully imagined and written.’  
Booker Prize judges on The New Wilderness by Diane Cook


